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Abstract

Next-Generation Sequencing (NGS) has become one of the most important tools in the field of human genetics. Targeted resequencing of the coding part of the human genome (exome sequencing) has been performed on more than 4,500 samples from over 80 different projects in the course of this PhD project. The samples have been sequenced to identify pathogenic variants and disease associated genes in rare and common diseases. The aim of this PhD project was to investigate and develop methods and parameters to identify such pathogenic variants and genes from large amounts of exome sequencing data.

An existing analysis pipeline has been modified on a large scale in order to reduce run-time, memory usage, required disk space and hands-on time, as well as to increase flexibility and allow easier adaptation and extension. Additionally, new features have been implemented to allow the analysis of other features of the data, such as Structural Variants (SVs) or Copy Number Variations (CNVs), and to allow multiple users to analyze large projects collaboratively.

The data produced during this PhD project has been used to evaluate requirements on study design and certain key quality metrics of exome sequencing data.

Several programs and strategies for variant calling have been benchmarked. Influences of different variant calling procedures and variant quality metrics on sensitivity and specificity have been evaluated and used to draw conclusions on best-practice variant calling. Additionally, variant calling in RNA sequencing data for detection of RNA editing is discussed.

Variant callers detect on average approximately 23,000 high quality coding variants per exome. Guidelines on filtering and selecting these variants in order to identify those that are disease causing, have been developed and are illustrated by examples, if applicable.
Zusammenfassung


Große Teile einer bereits existierenden Analyse Pipeline wurden modifiziert um Laufzeit, Arbeits- und Festspeicherverbrauch und benötigte Arbeitszeit zu reduzieren und Flexibilität und Anpassungsmöglichkeiten zu erhöhen. Außerdem wurden neue Module implementiert die die Analyse von anderen Gesichtspunkten der Daten erlauben, wie zum Beispiel die Detektion von strukturellen Varianten und Copy Number Variations (CNVs). Module die die Zusammenarbeit verschiedener Partner in größeren Projekten erlauben wurden ebenfalls entwickelt.

Die Daten die während dieses PhD Projekts entstanden, wurden verwendet um die Anforderungen an das Design von Exom Sequenz Studien und grundsätzliche Qualitätskriterien zu evaluieren.


Programme zur Variantenidentifikation entdecken durchschnittlich ca. 23.000 kodierende Varianten mit guter Qualität pro Exom Datensatz. Es wurden Richtlinien zur Selektion und Filterung dieser Varianten entwickelt, die angewendet werden können um krankheitsverursachende Varianten zu identifizieren. Diese Richtlinien werden, so weit möglich, an Hand von Datensätzen die während des PhD Projekts analysiert wurden, dargestellt.
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Introduction
1. Introduction

1.1. Genetic Disorders

1.1.1. Mendelian Diseases

Mendelian, or monogenic, diseases are diseases caused by mutations in single genes. They can be divided based on their inheritance pattern.

Autosomal Recessive Diseases

Two mutant alleles of a disease associated gene are required to cause an autosomal recessive disease. In other words, autosomal recessive diseases are caused either by a homozygous mutation or by two compound heterozygous mutations in a disease associated gene. People with only a single heterozygous mutation are called carriers. Due to selective pressure, single heterozygous mutations are usually rare. Hence, autosomal recessive diseases are more likely to be caused by compound heterozygous mutations with the exception of consanguineous families, where homozygous mutations are more likely. The most common lethal autosomal recessive disease in caucasians is cystic fibrosis. It occurs in about 1 in 3,000-4,000 Germans[94] and is caused by mutations in the gene CFTR.

Autosomal Dominant Diseases

In autosomal dominant diseases, a single heterozygous mutation is sufficient to cause the disease. For instance, the progressive neurodegenerative disorder Huntington's Disease (HD) is caused by a CAG repeat in the gene Huntingtin (HTT)[81]. If this repeat occurs less than 36 times, an individual does not develop the disorder[130]. If it occurs more than 40 times, an individual will develop the disorder, i.e. the disease is fully penetrant. Penetrance is incomplete for repeat counts between 36 and 40.

HD is a late onset disease. It does not reduce reproductive fitness in affected individuals, so it is likely that the causal mutation is passed on to offsprings. Other autosomal dominant diseases, such as intellectual disability (ID), affect patients in their early childhood and severely reduce reproductive fitness, so the disease causing mutations are rarely passed to offsprings. Such diseases are likely to occur due to de novo mutations, i.e. novel mutations that occurred in the germline of the parents.

X Chromosome Linked Diseases

X chromosome linked or X-linked diseases can be both recessive and dominant. However, recessive X-linked disorders have a different inheritance pattern than autosomal recessive disorders, because male individuals carry only one copy of the X-chromosome. If this copy carries a disease causing mutation, it is sufficient to cause the disease in males. Females
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with a single disease causing mutation are carriers and often show a mild phenotype, due to the inactivation of one copy of the X chromosome. Sons of a female carrier have a 50% chance of being affected by the disease and daughters have a 50% chance of being also a carrier. Due to this inheritance pattern, almost exclusively male individuals are affected by X-linked recessive diseases. Duchenne muscular dystrophy is an example for a X-linked recessive disease.

Also dominant X-linked diseases have a special inheritance pattern: daughters can inherit a dominant X-linked disease from both their mother and their father whereas sons can only inherit it from their mother. Dominant X-linked disorders are rare. One example are X-linked dominant hypophosphatemic rickets caused by mutations in the phosphate-regulating endopeptidase gene (PHEX).

Y-linked and Mitochondrial Diseases

Diseases linked to the Y chromosome occur only in male individuals. There are not many examples for Y-linked diseases, but some types of infertility are linked to the Y chromosome.

In addition to DNA in the nucleus, mitochondria also carry DNA. These so called “MT chromosomes” contain 37 genes coding for mitochondrial rRNAs, tRNAs and subunits of enzyme complexes of the oxidative phosphorylation system[126]. Mutations in these genes cause mitochondrial disorders (see also Chapter 3.3.4). In humans, mitochondria are passed from the mother to the offspring. In contrast to nuclear chromosomes, several hundreds of MT chromosomes are present in every cell. If and how severely an individual is affected by a disease depends on the proportion of MT chromosomes that carry a mutation.

1.1.2. Complex Diseases

Complex diseases are not caused by mutations in single genes, but by a combination of different genetic and environmental factors. They do not follow a mendelian inheritance pattern. Genome Wide Association Studies (GWAS) are used to identify genetic risk loci that play a role in complex diseases. These studies try to identify Single Nucleotide Polymorphisms (SNPs) that are significantly associated with a trait. A trait can either be binary, e.g. cases vs. controls, or continuous, e.g. height. If a SNP can be identified as associated with a trait depends on the effect size of the SNP and on the number of samples in the case and control groups. At the time of writing, more than 1,700 GWAS have been published including approximately 12,000 significantly associated SNPs[133]. For example, a consortium performed a GWAS with 34,840 type II diabetes (T2D) cases and 114,981 controls[88]. They identified 8 novel disease associated loci in addition to 55 already known loci. Together, these 63 loci account for 5.7% of variance in disease susceptibility.

1.2. DNA Sequencing

The process of determining the order of the four different nucleotides Adenosine, Guanine, Cytosine and Thymine of a Deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) molecule is called DNA sequencing. In 1977 Frederick Sanger and colleagues published a sequencing technique called
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The chain-termination method which is today known as Sanger sequencing[111]. For this method the DNA to sequence is denaturated into single stranded DNA and divided into four reactions. DNA polymerase and the four different deoxynucleotides (dNTPs) (dATP, dGTP, dCTP and dTTP) are added to all four reactions. One of four ddexoxynucleotides (ddNTPs) is added to each reaction, i.e. ddATP to the first reaction, ddGTP to the second, ddCTP to the third and ddTTP to the fourth. The DNA polymerase synthesizes new DNA strands complementary to the input single stranded DNA by incorporating the appropriate dNTPs. It randomly also incorporates the ddNTPs specific to each reaction. If a ddNTP is incorporated the elongation of the strand stops because ddNTP molecules lack a 3’-OH group which prevents further dNTPs from binding. This leads to DNA molecules with different lengths. The molecules are then sorted by their weight which corresponds to their length. Because only one type of ddNTP was present in each reaction, the last nucleotide of each molecule is known, which allows the reconstruction of the DNA sequence.

For 30 years, Sanger sequencing was the most used sequencing technology and evolved gradually. It has been parallelized and automatized leading to better quality and lower sequencing costs. For example, automated Sanger sequencing was used to sequence the first complete human genome, a task that required 13 years and 2.7 billion US dollars[1].

Today Sanger sequencing is still widely used in diagnostics and small projects.

1.2.1. Next-Generation Sequencing

Next-Generation Sequencing (NGS), or Second-Generation Sequencing, technologies are methods for the massively parallel sequencing of short DNA fragments[114][87]. These technologies reduced sequencing costs per sequenced base pair (bp) by approximately five orders of magnitude compared to automated Sanger sequencing, i.e. First-Generation Sequencing2. From 2005 to 2007 the first NGS instruments were introduced by Roche/454[134], Illumina/Solexa[6] and LifeTechnologies/ABI[86]. These three technologies use different sequencing biochemistries and methods for the amplification of the input DNA, which leads to different advantages and disadvantages in terms of read length, quality and throughput. However, they share a basic workflow[114]:

- First, the input DNA is randomly fragmented followed by ligation of common adapter sequences. This process is called library preparation.
- In a next step, the single library molecules are amplified in a way that the original molecules and all their copies stay clustered in the same position.
- Actual sequencing is then performed by alternating cycles of addition of fluorescently marked nucleotides and imaging.

The data presented in this PhD thesis has been produced using the Illumina Sequencing by Synthesis (SBS) technology, which is described in the next paragraphs.

Library preparation for Illumina NGS starts with random fragmentation of genomic DNA (Figure 1.1). Subsequently, adapters are ligated to the DNA fragments. The adapters allow covalent binding of the DNA to the flowcell. Flowcells are glass slides that contain 8 channels, the so-called lanes, in which the sequencing takes place.

---
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DNA adapters are ligated to randomly fragmented DNA molecules. Single-stranded DNA fragments are then bound randomly to the surface inside the lanes (Figure 1.2). The actual sequencing is performed by measuring the fluorescence of incorporated labeled dNTPs. Since the signal of a single label would be too weak to detect, so-called bridged PCR is performed to generate clusters of identical copies around the initial DNA fragments. After multiple steps of bridged PCR, up to 1,000 copies of each fragment are present.

Sequencing is performed in cycles (Figure 1.3). In each cycle four differently labeled dNTPs, primers and polymerase are added to the flowcell. The appropriate dNTPs bind to the nucleic acid chains. The fluorescent label serves as a terminator. Thus, only one dNTP is added to each nucleic acid chain per cycle. Abundant dNTPs, primers and polymerase are then washed off the flowcell. After laser excitation, the fluorescent signals are
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measured for each cluster. Then the fluorescent label is cleaved off and the next cycle starts. After each cycle, the Illumina software performs base calling, i.e. it assigns A, C, G or T to each cluster based on the measured fluorescent signals.

Figure 1.3.: Schema of Illumina Sequencing By Synthesis (SBS). Four differently labeled deoxynucleoside triphosphates (dNTPs), primers and DNA polymerase are added and the appropriate dNTP is added to the nucleic acid chain (I). The fluorescent label serves as a terminator. Thus, only one dNTP is added per cycle. Unused dNTPs, primers and polymerases are washed off. After laser excitation, the fluorescent signals are measured for each cluster (II). Then the fluorescent label is cleaved off (III) and the next cycle starts (IV-V).

The number of cycles per Illumina NGS run increased from 35 bp in the first experiments[6] to 300 bp with the latest chemistry version of the MiSeq instrument. Modern Illumina instruments also offer the possibility of performing paired-end sequencing, i.e. sequencing from both ends of each fragment (Figure 1.4).

In addition to extending the read length, Illumina increased the throughput also by increasing the cluster density on the flowcell surface. This could be achieved by enhancing the sequencing chemistry as well as the optical system. HiSeq 2500 instruments have now an output of up to 1 terabase (TB) per run (chemistry version 4, two flowcells in 125 bp paired-end mode).

The maximum read length of Illumina SBS is limited mainly by a process called dephasing: not all molecules of a cluster incorporate a dNTP in each cycle. These molecules then incorporate the missed dNTP in the next cycle while all other molecules incorporate already the next dNTP. This effect accumulates over time, leading to lower signal intensities.
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![Read 1](Read 1) ![Read 2](Read 2)

Figure 1.4.: Schema of paired-end sequencing. In paired-end mode, each DNA fragment is read from both ends.

and a higher signal to noise ratio. Thus, the average quality of sequenced bases decreases with the read length.

NGS Applications

In the field of human genetics, NGS is mainly used to identify putative disease causing variants in mendelian diseases and risk factors in complex diseases. Whole genome sequencing of affected individuals is now technically possible for the purpose of variant detection. However, sequencing a whole human genome at high average coverage, i.e. $\geq 30x$ (see Chapter 3.1.1), is still expensive. Thus, various targeted sequencing approaches are used for variant detection: Amplicon sequencing is used to identify variants in small regions, such as single genes, in large numbers of samples. For the detection of variants in a group of known disease associated genes, disease specific gene panels are used.

For the identification of novel disease causing variants and disease associated genes or if the list of candidate genes is too long, enrichment of all coding exons can be used[4]. This approach is called exome sequencing. Currently, three major exome enrichment platforms exist: Agilent’s SureSelect Human AllExon Kit, Roche/Nimblegen’s SeqCap EZ Exome Library and Illumina’s TruSeq Exome Enrichment Kit[17]. They all apply the same principle technique: randomly fragmented DNA is hybridized to oligonucleotide baits complementary to the exome targets. Targeted regions are then captured using magnetic streptavidin beads. The three competitors differ in their target region, length and number of oligonucleotide baits and the type of molecule used for capture (Illumina and Nimblegen use DNA, Agilent uses RNA). The manufacturers constantly try to improve their kits by adding more baits for better coverage and a more complete target region. For example, the Agilent Sure Select kit initially targeted approximately 38 Mb of sequence, whereas the newest version of the kit (v5) targets approximately 50 Mb.

In addition to the sequencing of genomic DNA, NGS is also used for sequencing of mRNA, i.e. RNA-Seq[132]. mRNA is captured via polyA enrichment and translated into cDNA which is then treated similar to genomic DNA, as described above. RNA-Seq data can be used for differential expression analysis between groups of samples, similar to expression data from microarrays. However, unlike microarray data, RNA-Seq data also allows the identification of novel transcripts, alternative splicing and allele specific expression. Also variants can be detected in RNA-Seq data, which allows the investigation of RNA-editing (see Chapter 3.4).
NGS is also used in epigenetics. For instance, chromatin immunoprecipitation followed by sequencing (ChIP-Seq)\cite{98} is used to identify positions in the genome where a protein of interest, e.g. a transcription factor, binds. Bisulfite sequencing can be used to identify the methylation pattern of genomic DNA\cite{59}. Also, micro RNAs (miRNAs) can be sequenced using NGS. miRNAs are approximately 22 bp long non-coding RNAs that play a role in post-transcriptional gene regulation\cite{13}.

1.3. Variant Detection in NGS Data

The detection of Single Nucleotide Variants (SNVs) and small insertions and deletions (indels) from raw NGS data can be split into three parts:

1. **Alignment** - First, the short NGS reads must be aligned to a reference genome.

2. **Variant Calling** - After alignment, variants, i.e. sites in the genome of the sequenced individual that are different to the reference genome, can be identified.

3. **Variant Filtering And Annotation** - Called variants can then be filtered to remove low quality variants and annotated with additional information such as effect of a variant within a gene.

Basic concepts of these three tasks are introduced in the following paragraphs.

1.3.1. Alignment

Sequencing a whole genome or exome sample typically results in one or more text files in FASTQ format (see Chapter 1.3.4) containing millions of short reads together with quality values for each base. To make sense of these reads, the genome (or exome) of the sequenced individual must be constructed. Theoretically, this can be achieved solely based on the NGS reads without additional information, i.e. generating a de novo assembly. Unfortunately, even the best performing\cite{10} de novo assemblers, such as Velvet\cite{138}, ABySS\cite{118} or SOAPdenovo\cite{78}, can not completely assemble complex mammalian genomes using only short NGS reads. Additionally, computational costs are very high, which also limits practical usage.

If a reference genome of the sequenced species is available, NGS reads can be aligned to this reference. Alignment tools from the pre-NGS era, such as BLAT\cite{48}, are generally too slow for the alignment of millions of reads per sample. Thus, new alignment tools for NGS data have been developed. Modern NGS aligners, such as Bowtie\cite{62}\cite{61}, GEM\cite{82} or the Burrows-Wheeler Alignment tool (BWA)\cite{67}, use string searching data structures to store the reference genome. For instance, BWA uses the Burrows-Wheeler Transform (BWT) to efficiently store the genome in memory. BWT resorts a given input string, such that equal letters tend to occur in groups, which allows efficient compression. BWA uses BWT to store a compressed prefix trie of the reference genome in memory. A prefix trie is a data structure that stores every prefix of a string such that every exactly repeated substring is only stored once. This allows to search for a string, e.g. a part of a NGS read, in a prefix trie in linear time. The BWA algorithm extends the standard search algorithm of prefix tries to allow mismatches and gaps in the NGS reads. For paired-end reads it first aligns
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both reads of a pair separately and then joins these alignments. If the reads of a pair could be
mapped to different positions in the reference genome, positions where the two reads are
close to each other are preferred.

The alignment of RNA-Seq reads adds an additional problem: the sequenced mature
mRNA has already been spliced[28]. Thus, introns are missing and there are reads span-
ning exon boundaries. These reads can not be aligned to the reference genome using stan-
dard alignment programs. However, they are of special interest because they enable the
detection of alternative splicing and putative novel transcripts. One strategy to overcome
this problem is to align RNA-Seq reads not to the full reference genome but to the reference
of the spliced transcriptome. Another strategy applied by modern aligners, such as GEM,
is to perform a split alignment, i.e. a separate alignment of the start and end of each read,
against the full reference genome. These aligners use a two step process: in a first round
a normal alignment as for genomic DNA is performed. This first alignment is then used
to define exon boundaries for the split alignment. To further improve accuracy, many of
these aligners can be provided with a list of known exon boundaries.

1.3.2. Variant Calling

Variant calling is the process of identifying positions in the genome (or parts of it) of an
individual that are different compared to the reference genome. The simplest way to call
the genotype at a position is to create a pileup, i.e. a list of all sequenced bases aligned
to the position, and calculate the proportion of bases that are different to the reference
genome. Two cutoffs for heterozygous and homozygous variants, e.g. 30% and 80%, can
then be used to call variants. However, this approach does not take properties such as base
or mapping quality into account. Especially at low read depth, such a simple approach is
error prone. Thus, more sophisticated variant callers have been developed.

Bayesian models are used by many modern variant callers, such as SAMtools mpileup[68]
or GATK UnifiedGenotyper[85]. A simple Bayesian genotyper for SNVs was described by
McKenna et al.[85]:

At each position in a diploid genome, 10 possible genotypes $G$ exist. The probability of
each $G$ can be calculated using the Bayesian formulation:

$$p(G|D) = \frac{p(G)p(D|G)}{p(D)}$$

where $D$ is the pileup of bases at this position. $p(D)$ can be ignored because it is constant
over all genotypes. $p(G)$ is the prior probability of each genotype. Usually, the homozy-
gous reference genotype has the highest prior probability. However, most variant callers
allow the definition of prior probabilities for each position. For instance allele frequencies
of common variants, e.g. from dbSNP[115], can be used for this purpose. If the genotypes
are called for more than one sample simultaneously, i.e. multi sample calling is performed,
the proportions of reads showing a specific base over all samples can be used as prior
probability.

$$p(D|G) = \prod_{b\in \text{pileup}} p(b|G)$$
where \( p(b|G) \) is the probability of observing the current base given the genotype \( G \). The genotype \( G \) is split up into its two alleles \( A_1 \) and \( A_2 \), such that

\[
p(b|G) = \frac{1}{2} p(b|A_1) + \frac{1}{2} p(b|A_2)
\]

with

\[
p(b|A) = \begin{cases} 
\frac{e}{3} : b \neq A \\
1 - e : b = A 
\end{cases}
\]

where \( e \) is the phred scaled quality score of \( b \). The genotype at each site is then the one with the largest probability \( p(G|D) \). Calling of indels is similar but more complex, because adjacent base pairs must be analyzed jointly.

GATK HaplotypeCaller[85] uses a different approach for variant calling. It first looks for regions that are potentially variable by searching for a significant amount of mismatches in aligned reads. For every such region it constructs a local de novo assembly. de novo assemblies are represented as graphs where different paths in the graph represent different haplotypes. GATK HaplotypeCaller identifies the most likely haplotype in each graph and if this haplotype contains a variant, i.e. is not representing the reference haplotype, it calls the variant.

1.3.3. Variant Filtering and Annotation

After variant calling, variants can be filtered by fixed thresholds for properties of the variants, such as a minimum read depth or a minimum average mapping quality of the underlying reads. SAMtools varFilter and GATK VariantFiltration are tools that apply such filters on called variants. However, fixed thresholds may not be suitable for different datasets. For instance the read depth at a position depends on the amount of total sequence. Thus, applying the same read depth threshold for samples with different amounts of sequence is not optimal. GATK VariantRecalibrator provides a more sophisticated method for filtering. It uses a set of known, high confidence variants, e.g. from the HapMap project[32], and searches for these variants in the set of called variants. It then models the distribution of these variants relative to annotations such as read depth or mapping quality and clusters them. After that, scores are assigned to all variants based on their distance to the center of these clusters. If a variant is too far away from the center of a cluster, i.e. its score is too low, it is filtered out. The threshold for the score is based on the set of known variants: typically, the threshold is defined such that 99.9% of known variants in the dataset have a higher threshold and are therefore not filtered. The key assumption for this filter method is that known variants that occur at high frequency in a population are more likely to be true than novel variants that have not been seen before (see also Chapter 3.2.5).

Variants can be annotated with a variety of additional information, such as the effect of the variant within a gene, the accession number of the variant in a public database or a conservation score of the affected position. For instance the tools ANNOVAR[131] or SnpEff[16] can be used for this purpose. They both provide a large number of databases for annotation of variant files in the Variant Calling Format (VCF; see next chapter).
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Over the last few years, several file formats have been developed which are now the de facto standard in NGS data analysis:

- **FASTQ** - FASTQ is a text format used to represent NGS reads. It consists of a unique identifier, the sequenced bases and a Phred-scaled quality value for each base.

- **SAM/BAM** - The *Sequence Alignment/Map format (SAM)*[68] and its binary version, *BAM*, includes the same information as the FASTQ format. Additionally, it includes information on the alignment, such as the genomic position(s) the read aligns to as well as quality information. It also includes a header where information on the reference genome, the program(s) used to generate the file and the sequenced sample can be stored.

- **VCF** - The *Variant Calling Format (VCF)* was developed by the 1000 Genomes Project Consortium[128][20] and is now the standard output file of most variant callers. Every row in a VCF file represents a single variant and consists of the following columns:
  - CHROM - The chromosome the variant lies on.
  - POS - The position on the chromosome.
  - ID - One or more identifiers of the variant. The identifier can be defined by the user/program, but most commonly the dbSNP[115] identifier is used.
  - REF - The base(s) in the reference genome at this position.
  - ALT - The alternative base(s) of the variant.
  - QUAL - A quality value, usually assigned by the variant caller.
  - FILTER - Indicates if the variant passes all applied filters (see also Chapter 1.3.3). Filter texts are specified by the filter programs, but the text should be “PASS” or “.” if all filters are passed.
  - INFO - Additional information on the variant. This consists of semicolon separated “KEY=VALUE” pairs. The possible fields should be explained in the header of the VCF file. The information given in the INFO field depends on the programs used to generate the file, but usually contains additional quality information, e.g. the total read depth at the variant position (DP), or annotations.
  - Genotype fields - The VCF file includes one group of genotype fields per sample. The information given in a single genotype field again depends on the program that generated the file, but it usually includes at least the genotype (GT) of the sample at the variant position, the corresponding genotype quality (GQ) and the read depth (DP).

- **BED** - The BED format[^1] is used to store simple genomic regions. It consists of at least three columns:
  - Chromosome name

[^1]: [http://genome.ucsc.edu/FAQ/FAQformat.html](http://genome.ucsc.edu/FAQ/FAQformat.html) - Last Accessed: 30.05.2014
2. Start position
3. End position

The BED format is used for instance to represent ChIP-Seq peaks or to define Exome sequencing target regions.
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At the beginning of this PhD project, an exome sequencing analysis pipeline was already available (Figure 2.1)[26]. Briefly, this pipeline started with FASTQ files from the Illumina analysis pipeline. Alignment was performed using BWA[67]. Variants were then called, filtered and annotated using SAMtools[68] and custom Perl scripts. The pipeline was controlled by a config file which had to be created manually for every analyzed sample. This file included the input and output folders and the location of the reference genome.

The annotated variants were then inserted into a relational database. This database had three key tables: (i) the sample table that stored information on the sample, such as gender, pedigree name or diagnosed disease; (ii) the variant table that stored information on the variant, such as position, variant type or dbSNP identifier; (iii) the variant to sample table that represented the occurrence of a variant in a sample and stored additional information on the genotype and quality of the variant in the specific sample. The database could be queried via a custom web interface to identify putative disease causing variants. The key queries allowed to search for variants that were present in different affected members of a pedigree or genes that harbored variants in multiple unrelated, affected samples. These queries allowed to filter for certain properties of the variants, such as variant quality or variant type. By default, all samples diagnosed with a different disease were used as controls to remove common variants. Also basic run statistics, such as coverage or duplicate rate, were inserted into the in-house database.

Figure 2.1.: Overview of the exome sequencing analysis pipeline as it was available at the beginning of this project. Picture taken from Eck,2014[26]
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The ever increasing amount of sequenced samples during this PhD project made large scale changes to the initial pipeline and in-house database necessary. Key goals of these changes were reduced runtime, memory usage, required disk space and hands-on time, as well as increased flexibility and easier adaptation and extension of the pipeline. Also the database design had to be changed in order to handle higher amounts of samples and variants.

Additionally, new features have been implemented to allow the analysis of other features of the data, such as Structural Variants (SVs) or Copy Number Variations (CNVs), and to allow multiple users to analyze large projects collaboratively. These changes are described in the following chapters.

2.1. Improvements

2.1.1. Standard Formats and APIs

As described in Chapter 1.3.4, several de facto standard file formats for NGS data have been developed over the last couple of years. The pipeline has been adapted to use these formats wherever possible. For instance the scripts for variant filtering, annotation and database import now use VCF files. Thus, annotated and filtered output files from the pipeline can easily be used for further analysis with other programs that support VCF files. Furthermore, output of other variant callers, such as GATK[85], or SV/CNV callers (see Chapter 2.2.1) can be easily integrated into the pipeline.

If applicable, standard file formats are processed using APIs, which reduces errors and improves performance.

- VCF files are processed using the VCF Perl API coming with VCFtools[20]. This API allows reading and writing of VCF files through standard Perl data structures and provides methods for adding own annotations to a VCF file.

- BAM files are processed using the Bio-SAMtools Perl API[68] which provides methods to access read and coverage information for random regions without converting the BAM file into the SAM format. This is faster, requires less memory and no additional disk space.

2.1.2. Parallelization

Analyzing NGS data is time consuming due to the large data sets and complex tasks. However, many of the tasks, such as read alignment, are independent of each other and can be easily parallelized. Thus, many alignment programs, such as BWA[67], support multi-threaded execution. In addition to the parallelization of a single task, tasks that do not depend on each other can run in parallel. For instance, the single FASTQ files of a sample that has been sequenced on different flowcells or lanes can be aligned in parallel (Figure 2.2). Or, after all reads have been aligned, variant calling and calculation of coverage statistics can run in parallel.

The pipeline facilitates parallelization of different tasks using the batch-queuing system.
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Figure 2.2.: Flowdiagram of the pipeline. Many tasks are independent from each other, e.g. alignment of different lanes, and are therefore parallelized. Some tasks depend on other tasks, e.g. merging of the single lane files depends on alignment of the lanes, and therefore have to wait for those tasks to finish before they can start.

Open Grid Scheduler (OGS)\(^1\). A batch-queuing system executes jobs on so called execution hosts based on the available resources and dependencies of the jobs. Every task of the pipeline is submitted to OGS as a single job. OGS then executes the single jobs when free slots are available and all the predecessors of the jobs have finished. The dependency structure of the tasks is defined in the pipeline. The typical analysis of a single exome sequencing sample can be seen in Figure 2.2. Alignment jobs for the four lanes start at the same time. When they are all finished, the job that merges the BAM files from single lanes begins. When this job is finished the statistics, SNV/indel calling and the SV/CNV calling parts of the pipeline run independently.

\(^1\)http://gridscheduler.sourceforge.net/ - Last accessed: 30.05.2014
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2.1.3. Automatization

To reduce hands-on time, the analysis of standard exome or whole genome samples has been automatized. The pipeline can be started for a single sample, a list of samples or a flowcell by calling a Perl script with only the sample/flowcell name and the name of the OGS queue to which the jobs should be submitted, as arguments. The Perl script then queries the database of the in-house Laboratory Information Management System (LIMS) to retrieve all necessary information to start the pipeline. This information includes the folder in which the Illumina pipeline stores the FASTQ files, the type of experiment that has been performed (exome sequencing/whole genome sequencing/...) and the version of the enrichment kit. Additionally, the script uses information from a global configuration file, such as the path to the reference genome and to the BED file storing the target regions of the specific exome enrichment kit. All parameters, the pipeline version and the versions of the used programs are stored in the database to reproduce the results at a later time.

2.1.4. Database Changes

Two major changes have been made to the database layout:

1. In addition to diseases, so called disease groups have been introduced to represent groups of related diseases. For instance the disease group “tumor” consists of different cancer and adenoma types. In the standard queries of the web interface, samples from different disease groups are now used as controls instead of samples with different diseases. The reason for this change is that variants or genes can play a role in different, related diseases. For example the gene TP53 is known to play a role in several types of cancer.

2. Relational databases are usually designed to avoid redundancy in the stored data. For instance, the in-house database stores information such as position or type of each variant only once and refers to the stored variant whenever it is called in a new sample. However, for performance reasons this paradigm can be dropped. A table that stores the number of occurrences of a variant for each disease group was introduced, in order to enable faster filtering of variants that are present in controls.

2.2. New Features

2.2.1. Structural Variants and Copy Number Variations

There are four different approaches to detect Structural Variants (SVs) or Copy Number Variations (CNVs) from (paired-end) NGS data

1. Read depth approach - Figure 2.3a - If the coverage at a region is lower or higher than in the surrounding regions, this information can be used to call a deletion or duplication. For whole genome data, a sliding window approach can be used. Briefly, these methods divide the genome in small parts, i.e. windows, and calculate the average read depth of these windows. If a window, or some adjacent windows, has a significantly higher or lower read depth, a duplication or deletion can be called.
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An example for such a program is CNVnator[1]. For exome data, read depth approaches are more difficult, because the read depth distribution is not as uniform as for whole genome data due to the capturing process. An example for a read depth based program for exome data is ExomeDepth[102]. ExomeDepth takes the average read depth per targeted exon as an input. After normalization, it compares the average read depth of each exon to the average read depth of the same exon in about 10 control samples. It joins significantly different adjacent exons to single deletion or duplication events using a Hidden Markov Model.

2. **Insert size approach** - Figure 2.3b - For paired-end NGS data, the insert size, i.e. the distance between the mapped first and second read of a pair, can be used for the detection of SVs. For instance, if for a significant number of read pairs at a position the insert size is significantly longer than the average insert size (Figure 2.3b), it can be assumed that a deletion has occurred at this position. Breakdancer[12] uses insert size information to detect structural variants. In addition to deletions and insertions, breakdancer can also detect translocations, i.e. one of the reads of a pair maps to a different chromosome, and inversions, i.e. one of the reads maps with the wrong orientation. The insert size approach is mainly used for whole genome data, because for exome data both breakpoints of a SV must lie in exons to be recognized, which is rarely the case.

3. **Split read approach** - Figure 2.3c - Reads that overlap with the breakpoints of a SV can be used for SV detection. For deletions this means that one part of a read maps before the deletion and the other part maps after the deletion. For insertions this means that only one part of the read maps to the reference and the part that does not map, maps to the putative insertion. The advantage of this approach is that it can be used to exactly identify the breakpoints and to detect deletions of all different sizes. The size of directly detectable insertions is limited by the read length. The exact sequence of longer insertions can not be determined directly. A tool that uses the split read approach is Pindel[137]. It uses the so called pattern growth method to map both ends of the read separately. In the case of a SV a split mapping occurs, i.e. the two ends of the read do not map to the same position. However, this approach is computationally too expensive to perform it for all reads of a sample. Pindel therefore extracts read pairs from a BAM file where only one read of the pair could be mapped and tries to map the other read in proximity to the mapped read using the pattern growth approach.

4. **De novo assembly approach** - Figure 2.3d - The most complete and accurate method to detect SVs of all sizes and types would be to perform de novo assembly of the NGS reads. Unfortunately, even the best performing[10] de novo assemblers, such as Velvet[138], ABySS[118] or SOAPdenovo[78], can not completely assemble complex mammalian genomes solely with short NGS reads. Additionally, computational costs are very high, which also limits practical usage.

For exome data, Pindel[137] and ExomeDepth[102] have been implemented into the pipeline.
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Figure 2.3.: Methods to detect SVs and CNVs.

On average around 400 SVs and 200 CNVs per sample have been discovered by Pindel and ExomeDepth, respectively (Figure 2.4). Some key properties of these variants will be discussed below.

Pindel

Running Pindel on exome data is useful to detect indels of intermediate size, i.e. indels with a size between about 20 and 1,000 bp. Shorter indels are typically detected by standard variant callers and longer SVs can be detected using read depth based tools. Figure 2.5 shows the size distribution of indels discovered by SAMtools and Pindel. SAMtools is able to detect indels up to a size of approximately 50 bp, which is half of the read length. Longer indels can not be detected using standard variant callers, because reads containing such indels can not be aligned by typical alignment programs. Due to its split mapping approach, Pindel is able to detect also longer indels. Please note that shorter indels detected by Pindel are underrepresented in Figure 2.5, because if an indel is discovered by both SAMtools and Pindel, only the “SAMtools indel” is imported into the database. Importing the same variant twice for a single sample would possibly spoil downstream analysis. The drop in the Pindel graph at a length of approximately 100 bp is due to the lack of longer insertions. Currently only insertions with a length up to the read length are inserted into the database. Longer insertions can also be detected by Pindel, but the quality is lower and the sequence of the insertion can not be reconstructed.

Indels detected by Pindel are often hard to see in the raw data. Figure 2.6 shows a 866
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bp deletion detected by Pindel using the Integrative Genomics Viewer (IGV)[108][129] As described above, Pindel uses read pairs where only one of the two reads could be mapped by the standard alignment program and tries to split-align the other read in the proximity of the mapped “anchor” read. However, the split-aligned reads can not be seen in the raw data. Some of the anchor reads are shown in red rectangles in Figure 2.6. They are marked by IGV because the second read in the pair is not mapped. An indication of the detected deletion are the parts of surrounding reads that can not be aligned at the breakpoints, which are represented by the colored mismatches in Figure 2.6.

ExomeDepth

Theoretically, ExomeDepth is able to detect heterozygous one exon deletions, but in practice both sensitivity and specificity are too low to detect such small CNVs. However, about 22% of the detected CNVs consist of only one exon and 89% are shorter than 10 exons (Figure 2.7).

The number of CNVs detected for each sample depends on the similarity of the per exon read depth of the sample to the set of control samples it is compared to. ExomeDepth provides a metric called $R_s$ that illustrates the similarity of the sample to the set of controls. A $R_s$ value of 1 means that the sample is exactly the same as the set of controls and larger values represent bigger differences. The developers of ExomeDepth recommend using only...
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![Length distribution of SAMtools and Pindel indels. Note that the y-axis is in log scale.](image)

Figure 2.5.: Length distribution of SAMtools and Pindel indels. Note that the y-axis is in log scale.

samples with \( R_s \) values below 2.5. From the samples sequenced during this PhD project only those prepared with SureSelect v4 and v5 kits could be analyzed with ExomeDepth, because samples prepared with other kits had in general too high \( R_s \) values. From the 2,751 samples that were analyzed with ExomeDepth, 2,522 (92\%) had \( R_s \) values below 2.5 and 1,245 (45\%) had values below 1.5.

Larger CNVs, i.e. with a size of \( \geq 10 \) exons, can be called reliably using ExomeDepth, if the \( R_s \) value of the sample is below 2.5. Figure 2.8 shows a heterozygous 319 exon deletion. Heterozygous CNVs are hard to see in raw exome sequencing data because of varying read depth (bottom track in Figure 2.8; see also Chapter 3.1.1). However, the pipeline also outputs the normalized coverage for each exon (top track in Figure 2.8), which can be used for visual assessment of called CNVs.

Database Representation

Variants detected by Pindel and ExomeDepth are stored in the same variant table as SNVs and short indels called by SAMtools. However, due to their size, the pipeline does not insert the deleted/inserted nucleotides but only the start and end coordinates of each variant. Large SVs/CNVs often do not have the exact same start and end coordinates in different samples. In order to compare such variants between samples, variants with more than
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Figure 2.6.: Example of a 866 bp de novo deletion detected by Pindel. The raw data is shown using the Integrative Genomics Viewer (IGV) [108][129]

90% overlap are joined into a single variant. This allows filtering of SVs/CNVs for variant frequencies with the same queries that are used for SNVs and short indels.

2.2.2. Quality Control

In addition to new analysis methods, new methods for quality control have been developed, in order to detect sample mix-up and contamination and to assess the coverage of genes on a per sample level.

The script VerifyBamID\(^2\) has been implemented to detect contamination. It uses known allele frequencies from HapMap[32] variants to calculate the probability that a BAM file contains reads from more than one sample and gives an estimated percentage of contamination. Samples with more than 3% estimated contamination are considered as contaminated. However, this tool can not be used for tumor samples with large scale chromosomal aberrations, because these anomalies cause shifts in allele frequencies of too many variants in the dataset which look similar to contamination with another sample.

To detect sample mix-ups of samples with different sex, the coverage of the gene SRY is calculated. This gene is located on chromosome Y and should therefore only be covered if the sample is male. The web-interface also offers a query to calculate the percentage of rare variants shared between two samples. This query can be used if related samples have been sequenced, e.g. children share around 50% of rare variants with each parent. A proportion of shared variants significantly lower than expected points to a sample mix-up.

The coverage of regions targeted by the different exome enrichment kits (see Chapter 3.1.1) is an important metric for the technical quality of an exome sequencing experiment. However, for the detection of putative disease causing variants, the coverage of actual

\(^2\)http://genome.sph.umich.edu/wiki/VerifyBamID - Last accessed: 11.07.2014
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Figure 2.7.: Length distribution of ExomeDepth CNVs. The black line shows the frequency distribution of CNVs with different length (in exons). The peak at 101 exons represents all CNVs with a length $\geq 101$. The blue line shows the corresponding average size in base pairs. Note that the y-axis is in log scale.

genes and transcripts is more important than the coverage of target regions defined by manufacturers of enrichment kits. To assess this property the coverage of all RefSeq transcripts of each sample is calculated and inserted into the in-house database. The web-interface provides queries to investigate the coverage of disease candidate genes for single samples, which is especially important for diagnostic samples (see Chapter 3.3.3). Additionally, this information can be used to detect single exon CNVs. For instance the human growth hormone receptor (GHR) gene is known to harbor a common deletion of exon 3[120]. Figure 2.9 shows the coverage of this gene in 11 samples. Both homozygous and heterozygous deletions of exon 3 can be seen in the diagram. However, this only works for the comparison of samples prepared with the same version of the exome enrichment kit. Differences between samples prepared with different kits represent technical differences of the kits rather than biological differences of the samples.

2.2.3. Collaborative Features

To jointly analyze large projects, collaborators have been enabled to access their data via the internet. For security reasons all connections are encrypted, access is only granted to clients with known IP addresses and a Yubikey One Time Password generator\(^3\) is required.
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Figure 2.8.: Example of a 319 exon (396 kbp) heterozygous deletion detected by ExomeDepth. The raw data is shown using the Integrative Genomics Viewer (IGV)\cite{108}\cite{129}

for login. All collaborators are provided with a specific user name and password that grants only access to data from their own projects.

The web-interface now also provides a form to store comments on each variant, in order to allow collaborators to keep track on already analyzed samples and putative disease causing variants (Figure 2.10). It allows the addition of comments such as correctness, mode of inheritance or results from Sanger sequencing to each variant. Also information on the affected gene and free text notes can be added. These comments can then be used for filtering in further analysis, e.g. to search for all correct variants in known disease genes (see also Chapter 3.3.2).
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Figure 2.9.: Coverage of the gene GHR in 11 samples. Homozygous and heterozygous deletions of exon 3 can be seen. This is a common polymorphism[120]. The diagram is generated dynamically using the Google Charts API.
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Figure 2.10.: Screenshot of the comments form of the web-interface.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID SNV</th>
<th>0139898</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ID Sample</td>
<td>5671</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Context</td>
<td>Junovo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chromosome</td>
<td>chr19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Start</td>
<td>19006634</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ref allele</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alt allele</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**SNV rating**
- unknown
- wrong
- in mother
- in father
- in matched control
- possible
- low coverage
- complex
- repeat
- map quality low
- correct

**To check**
- unknown
- no
- yes

**Confirmed**
- unknown
- no
- yes

**Genotype**
- unknown
- heterozygous
- compound heterozygous
- homozygous
- hemizygous

**Inheritance**
- unknown
- mother
- father
- mother and father
- matched control
- de novo
- somatic
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Over the course of this PhD project, 4,567 exomes from 87 different projects have been sequenced on Illumina GAIIx, HiSeq2000 and HiSeq2500 machines. The samples were sequenced to identify pathogenic variants and disease associated genes in rare and common diseases. One third of the samples have been sequenced in the context of developmental disorders, such as Intellectual Disability (ID) (Figure 3.1). Neurological disorders and mitochondrial diseases together are responsible for another third of the total sample number.

Figure 3.1.: Distribution of samples among disease groups.

The sequencing libraries have been prepared using four different versions of the Agilent SureSelect Human AllExon Kit (Table 3.1). Average coverage, i.e. how many reads overlap a targeted base pair on average, has been above 120x for all kits except for the oldest version (Table 3.2). Around 11,500 high quality synonymous as well as non-synonymous variants have been detected using SAMtools[68].
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Kit Sample</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Agilent SureSelect 38Mb kits 91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agilent SureSelect 50Mb kits (v3) 1,324</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agilent SureSelect 50Mb kits (v4) 881</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agilent SureSelect 50Mb kits (v5) 2,271</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.1.: Number of samples by enrichment kit

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Kit</th>
<th>Sequence in Gb (±s.d.)</th>
<th>Coverage (±s.d.)</th>
<th>Synonymous variants (±s.d.)</th>
<th>Non-synonymous variants (±s.d.)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>38Mb kits</td>
<td>7.3(±1.8)</td>
<td>82x(±22)</td>
<td>8,533(±256)</td>
<td>7,266(±247)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50Mb kits (v3)</td>
<td>10.2(±2.4)</td>
<td>121x(±27)</td>
<td>10,776(±420)</td>
<td>10,335(±408)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50Mb kits (v4)</td>
<td>9.8(±1.7)</td>
<td>120x(±26)</td>
<td>11,316(±515)</td>
<td>11,344(±499)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50Mb kits (v5)</td>
<td>10.1(±4.0)</td>
<td>123x(±24)</td>
<td>11,507(±317)</td>
<td>11,689(±369)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.2.: Basic sequencing metrics by enrichment kit

The aim of this PhD project was to investigate and develop methods and parameters to identify candidate pathogenic variants and genes from exome sequencing data. Specifically, three subjects have been investigated and are discussed in the following chapters:

(i) Exome sequencing data must fulfill certain criteria in order to call variants with sufficient quality. Chapter 3.1 evaluates requirements on study design and certain key quality metrics of exome sequencing data.

(ii) Several programs and strategies for variant calling are available. Chapter 3.2 discusses benchmarks for variant callers. Influences of different variant calling procedures and variant quality metrics on sensitivity and specificity are evaluated and used to draw conclusions on best-practice variant calling.

(iii) On average approximately 23,000 high quality coding variants are called per sample. Guidelines on filtering and selecting these variants in order to identify those that are disease causing are discussed in Chapter 3.3.

Additionally, Chapter 3.4 shows results from variant calling in RNA-Seq data with a focus on the identification of RNA editing sites.

3.1. Technical Requirements for Accurate Variant Detection in Exome Sequencing Data

To call variants with sufficient certainty and quality, the quality of the underlying data is crucial. Here, three key quality metrics and their impact on variant calling are discussed: coverage, PCR duplicate rate and DNA fragment size.
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3.1.1. Coverage

Sufficient coverage or read depth of targeted regions is required for variant calling. A minimum read depth of 20x to 40x is assumed to give sufficient power to detect heterozygous variants (see Chapter 3.2). Although the average coverage of targeted regions in exome samples presented here is high (around 120x for newer samples; Table 3.3), there are still approximately 5% and 14% targeted bases covered below 20x and 40x, respectively. This has technical reasons. Some genomic regions can not be captured sufficiently using a hybridization approach because of their sequence composition, e.g. GC rich regions, or because they are not unique.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Kit</th>
<th>Coverage</th>
<th>&gt;20x</th>
<th>&gt;40x</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>38Mb kits</td>
<td>81.1</td>
<td>81.5%</td>
<td>65.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50Mb kits (v3)</td>
<td>120.9</td>
<td>91.4%</td>
<td>81.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50Mb kits (v4)</td>
<td>120.5</td>
<td>94.4%</td>
<td>83.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50Mb kits (v5)</td>
<td>120.3</td>
<td>95.6%</td>
<td>86.5%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.3.: Average coverage and % of targeted bases covered more than 20x and 40x per kit. Targeted bases in this case are genomic regions that are in the official target descriptions of the respective Agilent SureSelect kits.

Figure 3.2.: Distribution of read depth for the first 80,000 base pairs of RefSeq transcripts on chromosome 1 for exome sequence (black) and whole genome sequence (red) from the same sample. Horizontal lines show the mean coverage of the exome (blue) and whole genome (green) library, respectively.

Figure 3.2 shows the per base coverage of an exome and a whole genome library of the
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same sample. The average coverage of the whole genome library is significantly lower than the average coverage of the exome library. However, the coverage distribution of the whole genome library is more uniform and almost all bases are sufficiently covered whereas there are regions that are not sufficiently covered by the exome sequencing data.

An approach to increase the percentage of sufficiently covered bases is to simply increase the amount of produced sequence per sample. Figure 3.3a shows the percentage of targeted bases covered more than 20/40/60-fold relative to the amount of produced sequence per sample. For every level of coverage it is evident that more than a certain amount of sequence (i.e. around 8 gigabases(Gb) for 20x, 10 Gb for 40x and 12 Gb for 60x) does not increase the amount of sufficiently covered bases. This can also be seen in Figure 3.3b, where the graphs for samples with at least 10 Gb are at the same level up to a coverage of around 50x. In other words, sequencing more than 8-12 Gb per sample only increases the coverage in regions that are already sufficiently covered but does not reduce the amount of regions that are not sufficiently covered.

![Figure 3.3a: Percent of target region covered more than 20/40/60-fold by produced sequence.](image)

![Figure 3.3b: Coverage distribution for different amounts of sequence.](image)

Figure 3.3.: Coverage distribution relative to amount of sequence.

3.1.2. PCR Duplicates

Another important quality metric is the proportion of Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR) duplicates. In the case of paired-end NGS reads, PCR duplicates are usually defined as read pairs that share the same genomic start and end coordinates after read alignment (blue read pairs in Figure 3.4a). These duplicate reads are mainly produced by PCR amplification during the preparation of NGS libraries.

PCR duplicates are removed before variant calling, because they are copies from the same DNA fragment and therefore contain the exact same information which can lead to
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(a) PCR duplicates (blue) are read pairs that share the same genomic start and end coordinates. The duplicate rate in this example is 10% since one out of 10 reads is marked as a duplicate.

(b) PCR duplicate rate per sample. Samples are ordered by date of sequencing.

Figure 3.4.: PCR duplicates problems during variant calling:

- From a statistical point of view, a perfect NGS experiment can be viewed as randomly sampling DNA molecules. For a diploid organism, this means that at each sequenced position the proportion of reads originating from one of the two alleles follows a poisson distribution with a mean of 0.5. Since PCR duplicates are duplicates from the same DNA molecule, they can lead to a skewed distribution of alleles which in turn can lead to false positive homozygous variant calls. For RNA-Seq experiments removing duplicate read pairs is even more crucial, because the proportion of reads showing a variant is often used to assess allele specific expression or efficiency of RNA editing (see Chapter 3.4).

- PCR can introduce base mismatches into DNA fragments. If such a mistake happens in an early round of PCR it is propagated in the following rounds. Thus, PCR duplicates can lead to false positive variant calls due to propagation of errors.

The amount of PCR duplicates per sample can be seen in Figure 3.4b. Especially in the first samples, the duplicate rate varied strongly. Recent exome library preparation protocols require less rounds of PCR and have therefore a lower, more constant duplicate rate of around 15%. Novel whole genome library preparation protocols require no PCR at all.

There are also other sources for read pairs with the same start and end coordinates:

- Sometimes one cluster on a flowcell is split into two clusters by the base calling software. These duplicates are called optical duplicates and can be distinguished from PCR duplicates by the physical position of the clusters on the flowcell.

- Bad quality and low complexity of the input DNA also influences the duplicate rate.

- With increasing amounts of produced sequence, duplicate read pairs occur by chance.
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3.1.3. DNA Fragment Size

(a) Top: If a DNA fragment is shorter than the read length, the two reads of a read pair will contain sequence from the adapters. Middle: If a DNA fragment is shorter than two times the read length, the two reads of a read pair will overlap, i.e., a part of the fragment will be read twice. Bottom: If a DNA fragment is longer than two times the read length, there will be a gap between the two reads of a read pair.

(b) Library size per sample. The average length of the DNA fragments lies around 200 bp in most of the samples.

Figure 3.5.: DNA fragment size

The average DNA fragment size or insert size can be derived after read alignment. If the average insert size is too short compared to the length of the paired-end reads, problems may arise (Figure 3.5a):

1. If the insert size is shorter than the read length, parts of the sequencing adapters flanking the DNA fragment will also be sequenced. This can cause problems with read alignment and in some cases also leads to incorrect variant calls. To circumvent problems, the known adapter sequence can be clipped before alignment using tools such as cutadapt\(^1\). However, some alignment programs, such as BWA[67][66], are able to align most of those reads also without clipping the adapter beforehand.

2. If the insert size is shorter than two times the read length, the adapter does not get sequenced, but paired-end reads overlap at the ends. The overlapping parts of a read pair can be viewed as partial duplicates (see Chapter 3.1.2). They are not problematic in terms of variant calling, but they minimize the effective sequence yield of the experiment since the overlapping portion of the reads does not contain additional information.

3. If the insert size is longer than two times the read length, there is a gap between the two reads of the read pair. This is the desired situation. For optimal analysis the fragment size should be as large as possible, because longer insert sizes help at spanning repetitive sequences and are also beneficial for structural variant detection.

Figure 3.5b shows the development of the average insert size of exome samples over time. The current average fragment size lies around 200 bp and the paired-end read length

\(^1\)https://code.google.com/p/cutadapt/- Last accessed: 06.06.2014
is 100 bp, which can cause some of the problems described above. Unfortunately, in exome sequencing experiments insert size can not be increased easily, because the binding affinity of DNA fragments to the exome capturing beads decreases if the size of the fragments is too large.

3.1.4. Conclusions

Based on the observations above, quality guidelines for exome sequencing have been developed.

The amount of produced sequence per exome sample should be between 8 and 12 Gb. With this amount of sequence approximately 97% of target regions of the SureSelect Human All Exon v5 kit are covered at least 20 times. This is sufficient for variant calling. Adding more sequence does not improve this value.

Using modern, standardized and automated library preparation protocols and high quality input DNA leads to relatively constant duplicate rates of approximately 15%. For exome sequencing experiments, duplicates should be removed or marked using, for instance, SAMtools[68] or Picard Tools².

Current enrichment protocols produce exome libraries with an average DNA fragment size of 200 bp. This insert size is long enough for sequencing with 100 bp paired-end reads without a significant amount of reads that contain the adapter sequence. Hence, for this setting, clipping adapters before read alignment is not necessary.

3.2. Benchmarks for Variant Calling

The identification of putatively disease causing variants requires a pipeline that delivers high quality variants, where quality is defined by the amount of true variants that can be called (sensitivity) and the amount of called variants that are true (specificity). Ideally one wants to call all and only true variants, but in practice variant calling and filtering is always a tradeoff between sensitivity and specificity.

Five benchmarks for variant calling and filtering pipelines are discussed in this chapter:

- **Comparing to a gold standard** - To calculate sensitivity and specificity, a set of true variants can be used to compare them to the called variants. Recently, the Genome In A Bottle Consortium published a set of gold standard variants for the HapMap/1000 Genome individual NA12878[140]. This individual has been sequenced in many different projects with different technologies and has been analyzed with several different alignment and variant calling tools to ensure that the resulting gold standard variants are not biased. Raw sequencing data can be downloaded to test own pipelines and DNA from this individual can be purchased to also test the sequencing facility.

- **Comparing to arrays** - Especially at the beginning of the NGS era, data from microarrays was used as a gold standard for comparison with variant calls from sequencing. However, comparing to microarrays is not comprehensive since arrays only contain a limited amount of prespecified SNPs. These SNPs are located in genomic regions

²http://picard.sourceforge.net/ - Last Accessed: 06.06.2014
that can be bound uniquely by the probes of the array and can therefore usually be also enriched by exome capture kits. This leads to an overestimation of sensitivity, because regions that are problematic for capturing, sequencing and variant calling are underrepresented. Also genotypes from microarrays contain errors, mainly because of variants on the same allele close to the targeted SNPs that prevent the probes from binding to the DNA.

• **Comparing to in silico datasets** - Another way to generate gold standard variant calls is to simulate NGS reads including variants *in silico*[51]. The advantage of this approach is that a true gold standard of variants is available since the variants are known and explicitly generated. A disadvantage is that the *in silico* model might not be able to perfectly mimic the characteristics of true NGS data and therefore the value of quality metrics using this data is limited.

• **Using subsets of data** - Subsets of sequenced data can be used to assess sensitivity and specificity[15]:

  – If confirmed variants are available, one can create subsets of desired read depths of the dataset by randomly drawing reads from the original sequencing files at the variant positions. By repeating these random drawing and calling processes and counting the numbers of successful variant calls, sensitivity of variant calling at certain read depths can be calculated.

  – If a sample has been sequenced with sufficient depth or in more than one experiment, e.g. exome and whole genome sequencing from the same sample, variant calls of the joined data can be used as a *de facto* gold standard. Variants that are called in subsets of the whole dataset but not in the whole dataset can be assumed false positive and so specificity can be calculated.

• **Using novelty of variants** - To assess the influence of certain filters on the false positive rate of variants, annotation of known variants can be used. Variants that have been seen before, e.g. are in dbSNP[115], are assumed to be more likely true than novel variants. Therefore the proportion of novel variants within a dataset can be used as a quality measure. If, for instance, a variant filter removes variants that contain 90% novel variants one can assume that it is more efficient in removing false positives than a filter that removes only 60% novel variants. The same principle is applied by GATK VariantRecalibrator (see Chapter 1.3.3).

In this chapter these benchmarking methods are used to evaluate three different variant callers (with standard parameters, if not stated otherwise): SAMtools mpileup[68] (v.0.1.19), GATK UnifiedGenotyper and GATK HaplotypeCaller[85][24] (v.2.7). These variant callers are benchmarked with regard to read depth and quality scores. Additionally the influence of preprocessing BAM files using GATK Indel Realignment and Base Quality Score Recalibration as well as differences between single sample calling and multi sample calling are investigated.
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3.2.1. Comparing to a Gold Standard

Most of the datasets used by the Genome in a Bottle Consortium\(^3\) are freely available. Here, a whole genome sequencing dataset sequenced by Illumina\(^4\) has been used to assess the sensitivity and specificity of the variant callers. This library has been prepared using the Illumina PCR free preparation kit and has been sequenced as 100 bp paired-end run on an Illumina HiSeq, resulting in about 1.67 billion reads. 96% of these reads have been mapped using BWA, leading to an average coverage of about 51x for RefSeq genes. The duplicate rate has been 1.8%.

The Genome in a Bottle Consortium provides a VCF file\(^5\) with variants which is considered as the current gold standard for this dataset. Additionally a BED file\(^6\) containing genomic regions in which variants could be called confidently is provided. This file contains 2.195 billion base pairs on chr1-21 and chrX. These regions have been used as targets for variant calling. Please note that due to the restriction of the analysis to these “confidence regions”, e.g. around centromeres, are not investigated.

Between 2.90 and 2.95 million variants have been called using the variant callers SAMtools mpileup\[^{[68]}\], GATK UnifiedGenotyper and GATK HaplotypeCaller\[^{[85][24]}\] (Table 3.4).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Gold standard</th>
<th>SAMtools</th>
<th>UnifiedGenotyper</th>
<th>HaplotypeCaller</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SNVs</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TP</td>
<td>2,742,170</td>
<td>2,734,360</td>
<td>2,739,111</td>
<td>2,739,986</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FN</td>
<td></td>
<td>7,769</td>
<td>4,601</td>
<td>2,707</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sens</td>
<td>2,773,939</td>
<td>8,454</td>
<td>42,924</td>
<td>12,719</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>spec</td>
<td>99.7%</td>
<td>99.7%</td>
<td>99.8%</td>
<td>99.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FP</td>
<td>2,739,111</td>
<td>99.8%</td>
<td>98.5%</td>
<td>99.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Indels</td>
<td>173,561</td>
<td>142,024</td>
<td>166,807</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TP</td>
<td></td>
<td>25,518</td>
<td>31,502</td>
<td>7,296</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FN</td>
<td></td>
<td>147,613</td>
<td>10,992</td>
<td>2,126</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sens</td>
<td>85.3%</td>
<td>81.8%</td>
<td>92.8%</td>
<td>95.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>spec</td>
<td>96.4%</td>
<td>92.8%</td>
<td>98.7%</td>
<td>98.7%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.4.: Comparison of variant calls to the gold standard from the Genome in a Bottle Consortium. The table shows counts of true positive (TP), false negative (FN) and false positive (FP) variant calls and the respective sensitivities (sens) and specificities (spec) for three different variant callers.

The called variant files were then compared to the gold standard file to calculate numbers of true positive (TP), false negative (FN) and false positive (FP) variant calls (Table 3.4). TP, FN

---


\(^6\)ftp://ftp-trace.ncbi.nih.gov/giab/ftp/data/NA12878/variant_calls/NIST/union13callableMqonlymerged_addcert_nouncert_excludesimplerep_excludesegdups_excludedeovncvSVs_repseqSTRs_noCNVs_v2.18_2mindatasets_5minYesNoRatio.bed.gz - Last accessed: 11.04.2014
and FP variant calls are defined as follows:

- **TP** - A variant is present in the gold standard and the variant file, and has the same genotype in both files.
- **FN** - A variant is present in the gold standard file but not the variant file, or it is present in both files and has a homozygous genotype in the gold standard file and a heterozygous genotype in the variant file.
- **FP** - A variant is not present in the gold standard file but is present in the variant file or it is present in both files and has a heterozygous genotype in the gold standard file and a homozygous genotype in the variant file.

Table 3.4 shows that all three callers have relatively high sensitivity and specificity levels for SNVs, although one SNV every 300 to 800 kbp is missed and there is one wrong SNV every 50 to 250 kbp in a whole genome sequencing experiment. Sensitivity and specificity of variant calling depends on the quality of the underlying data, especially the read depth. Figure 3.6 shows the distribution of sensitivity compared to read depth. As expected, sensitivity is worse for regions with low read depth and the maximum sensitivity is reached at a read depth of about 40. The same applies to specificity (Figure 3.7). Calculations for low and high read depth are less meaningful, because the vast majority of variants are located in regions with a coverage between 40 and 60x. This is due to the generally uniform coverage distribution of whole genome sequencing (see also Chapter 3.1.1).

Variant callers usually provide metrics reflecting the quality of each variant. One such metric that is defined in the specification of the *Variant Calling Format (VCF)* (Chapter 1.3.4) and is therefore reported by most modern variant callers, is the so called *Genotype Quality (GQ)*. It represents the phred scaled probability that the reported genotype is wrong. The GQ can be used to filter variants which should in theory allow to control for specificity. However, for this dataset filtering by GQ is only suitable to a limited extent, since the vast majority of variants has the highest GQ value (Figure 3.8). Moreover, the distribution of the GQ values is not equal, but rather there are distinct peaks.

Both sensitivity and specificity values are lower for indels (Table 3.4; Figure 3.9). This is due to the more difficult task of indel calling. However, the GATK HaplotypeCaller performs significantly better than the other two callers, probably because it uses local *de novo* assembly for variant calling which has advantages in repetitive regions. Also the Genome in a Bottle Consortium mainly used the GATK HaplotypeCaller for indel calling, which might introduce some bias.

Despite of insufficient read depth, two major sources for false positive and false negative variant calls can be identified by manually investigating the data:

1. The vast majority of false negative and false positive calls is due to alignment errors or missed calls around short repeats and homopolymers and around indels. Especially SAMTools mpileup (with standard parameters) seems to undercall such variants. This can be problematic in some use cases. For instance the genes *BRCA1* and *BRCA2*, two breast cancer susceptibility genes, contain several homopolymer stretches. Mutations at these homopolymers are often disease causing and therefore of special interest in diagnostics. Figure 3.10 shows an example of such a variant.
Figure 3.6.: Sensitivity of SNV calls by read depth. Solid lines show sensitivity of the different variant callers (black: SAMtools mpileup; red: GATK UnifiedGenotyper; blue: GATK HaplotypeCaller). The green area shows the distribution of all variants across the read depth spectrum.

This frameshift insertion has been called by SAMtools, but the quality values assigned to it have been very low (Variant Quality=3; Genotype Quality=38). It would have been filtered out if standard filter criteria were applied (i.e. Variant Quality ≥ 30; see Chapter 3.2.5). Both GATK callers assign the maximum Genotype Quality (GQ=99) to this variant. The behavior of SAMtools mpileup around homopolymers can be adjusted by increasing the coefficient for homopolymer errors (parameter “-h”). Increasing this parameter from 100 to 150 results in a Variant Quality of 78 and a Genotype Quality of 99 for the variant in the example. Thus, this parameter should be increased if sensitivity around homopolymers is of concern.

2. Some false calls are not false calls but rather reflect different representations at bial-
Figure 3.7.: Specificity of SNV calls by read depth. Solid lines show sensitivity of the different variant callers (black: SAMtools mpileup; red: GATK UnifiedGenotyper; blue: GATK HaplotypeCaller). The green area shows the distribution of all variants across the read depth spectrum.

Figure 3.8.: Specificity of SNV calls by Genotype Quality (GQ). Solid lines show sensitivity of the different variant callers (black: SAMtools mpileup; red: GATK UnifiedGenotyper; blue: GATK HaplotypeCaller). The green area shows the distribution of all variants across the read depth spectrum.

Heterozygous sites, i.e. there is more than one variant allele, which make comparisons between two datasets difficult.

Preprocessing of BAM Files

GATK currently offers and recommends\(^7\) two methods to process aligned BAM files that should increase the quality of subsequent variant calls:

3.2. Benchmarks for Variant Calling

![Graphs showing Indel sensitivity and specificity](image)

Figure 3.9.: Sensitivity (3.9a) and specificity (3.9b) of Genome in a Bottle indel calls by read depth. Solid lines show sensitivity of the different variant callers (black: SAMtools mpileup; red: GATK UnifiedGenotyper; blue: GATK HaplotypeCaller). The green area shows the distribution of all variants across the read depth spectrum.

- **Indel Realignment** - Mismatched bases are gathering around indels due to alignment errors in such regions. This tool performs local realignment around indels to decrease the amount of incorrect mismatches.

- **Base Quality Score Recalibration** - The quality that is given for each sequenced base by the Illumina base calling software often does not reflect the true probability that the base is wrong. This tool assigns more realistic quality values by incorporating other covariates such as the position of the base in the read or the neighboring bases (i.e. if it is a homopolymer).

These two methods have been applied to the data to assess if they improve the quality
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Figure 3.10.: Example of a frameshift insertion in BRCA2. SAMtools assigns very low quality values (Variant Quality=3; Genotype Quality=38) whereas GATK Unified Genotyper and GATK Haplotype caller assign high values (Genotype Quality=99).

of variant calls (Table 3.5).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Gold standard</th>
<th>SAMtools</th>
<th>UnifiedGenotyper</th>
<th>HaplotypeCaller</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>TP</td>
<td>FN</td>
<td>FP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SNVs</td>
<td>2,742,170</td>
<td>2,734,413</td>
<td>7,735</td>
<td>5,333</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>173,561</td>
<td>148,411</td>
<td>24,635</td>
<td>3,275</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.5.: Comparison of variant calls to the gold standard from the Genome in a Bottle Consortium. The underlying BAM file has been processed with GATK Indel-Realigner and Base Quality Score Recalibration. The table shows counts of true positive (TP), false negative (FN) and false positive (FP) variant calls and the respective sensitivities (sens) and specificities (spec) for three different variant callers.

When comparing the results from optimized to non-optimized files, it is evident that the calls from GATK UnifiedGenotyper become significantly better. However, GATK HaplotypeCaller does not profit from the optimization tools, probably because it performs local \textit{de novo} assembly in order to call variants anyway. SAMtools mpileup variant calls become slightly better after optimization.
3.2.2. Comparing to Arrays

To assess the sensitivity of the variant calling pipeline, heterozygous non-reference SNPs from 26 samples from a trio sequencing project[104] have been compared to results from Affymetrix 6.0 arrays. A total of 66,145 non-reference SNPs from the array were located within the regions targeted by the exome enrichment kit. 64,484 (about 97.5%) of these SNPs could also be found in the corresponding exome sequence when applying the same filters that were used to search for putative de novo variants (SAMtools SNV quality ≥ 40).

3.2.3. Comparing to in silico Datasets

Methods to generate next generation sequencing data in silico have already been developed together with the first alignment and variant calling programs to test their abilities[68]. More sophisticated algorithms try to mimic real NGS data by simulating platform specific errors and biases, such as GC bias for sequencing by synthesis data or indel errors at homopolymer stretches for pyrosequencing data[41][42][84].

Here, a program called WESSIM[51] has been used to simulate an exome sequencing experiment. In addition to simulating platform specific biases, WESSIM also tries to mimic the hybridization step in exome sequencing library preparation by taking the probe sequences from the exome capture kit and looking for positions in the reference genome that might bind to these sequences. WESSIM essentially requires two inputs: the probe sequences, which can be downloaded from the manufacturer's homepage and the reference genome from which the data should be generated. To include a set of known variants that act as a gold standard for the assessment of variant calling, a new “personal” genome has been generated by adding a list of variants obtained from a real exome sequencing experiment to the human reference genome. Then WESSIM has been used to generate about 215 million reads. These reads have been used as input for the pipeline.

Interestingly, about 85.3% of the reads mapped to the specified target region, but only 95.7% of the target region has been covered at least once. In real datasets only about 75-80% of the reads are on target, but usually about 99.8% of the target region is covered at least once. However, 95.4% of the target region has been covered more than 20 times, which is in agreement with real data.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Gold standard</th>
<th>SAMtools</th>
<th>UnifiedGenotyper</th>
<th>HaplotypeCaller</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>TP</td>
<td>FN</td>
<td>FP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SNVs</td>
<td>59,702</td>
<td>50,890</td>
<td>1,250</td>
<td>7,778</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>97.6%</td>
<td>86.7%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indels</td>
<td>13,937</td>
<td>4,047</td>
<td>9,038</td>
<td>1,320</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>30.9%</td>
<td>75.4%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.6.: Comparison of variant calls obtained from in silico data generated to WESSIM to the list of known variants. The table shows counts of true positive (TP), false negative (FN) and false positive (FP) variant calls and the respective sensitivities (sens) and specificities (spec) for three different variant callers.
3. Results

After filtering for regions that have been covered by the simulated data, approximately 70,000 variants remained in the gold standard file (Table 3.6). For SNVs sensitivity is high and mainly depends on read depth (Figure 3.11). Specificity (Figure 3.12) is much lower compared to specificity from Genome in a Bottle data (Chapter 3.2.1) and also depends largely on read depth.

For indels especially the sensitivity levels are low (Figure 3.13), but also specificity is
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significantly lower than in the Genome in a Bottle dataset (Figure 3.14).

By looking at the raw data at FN and FP sites, several reasons for the lower sensitivity and specificity values have been identified:

- The coverage distribution of the data is not as uniform as for whole genome sequencing data, but it is also different from real exome sequencing data, from which the original gold standard variants have been obtained. Thus, many of the gold standard variants are not sufficiently covered.

- The generated data often does not reflect the underlying gold standard variant, i.e. there are no/too less reads that show the variant at a given site which leads to false negatives or there are too many reads that show the variant at a given site which leads to false positive homozygous calls.

- As for the Genome in a Bottle data, many FP and FN calls are located around repeats or indels. In contrast to the Genome in a Bottle data, here the gold standard variants have not been filtered as thoroughly which leads to a larger number of variant sites in questionable regions.

- The gold standard variants have been obtained by batched multisample calling using GATK UnifiedGenotyper. This is an explanation why in this test SAMtools mpileup performed worse than the two GATK callers.

![Figure 3.13.: Sensitivity of WESSIM indel calls by read depth. Solid lines show sensitivity of the different variant callers (black: SAMtools mpileup; red: GATK UnifiedGenotyper; blue: GATK HaplotypeCaller). The green area shows the distribution of all variants across the read depth spectrum.](image)
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![Figure 3.14: Specificity of WESSIM indel calls by read depth. Solid lines show specificity of the different variant callers (black: SAMtools mpileup; red: GATK UnifiedGenotyper; blue: GATK HaplotypeCaller). The green area shows the distribution of all variants across the read depth spectrum.](image)

3.2.4. Using Subsets of Data

As has already been demonstrated in the last chapters, the most important aspect that influences the quality of variant calling is the read depth. However, comparing to a gold standard as in Chapter 3.2.1 or comparing to in silico data as in Chapter 3.2.3 has two major drawbacks for assessing the influence of read depth: (i) variants at positions with sufficient read depth are overrepresented and (ii) other factors, such as alignment problems at repetitive regions and indels, influence the quality of variant calling and are hard to control for.

**Downsampling**

To assess the sensitivity of variant calling at certain read depths, a process called downsampling can be used. The general workflow is shown in Algorithm 1:

```plaintext
foreach known variant do
  for depth: from 1 to 40 do
    for draws: from 1 to 100 do
      draw depth reads at variant site from original BAM file;
      call variant in drawn reads;
      check if variant has been called correctly;
    end
    sum up all correct/incorrect calls from all draws;
  end
  sum up all correct/incorrect calls from all variants;
end
```

**Algorithm 1:** Schematic of downsampling.

50
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Figure 3.15.: Sensitivity of downsampling SNV calls by read depth. Solid lines show sensitivity of the different variant callers (black: SAMtools mpileup; red: GATK UnifiedGenotyper; blue: GATK HaplotypeCaller) for all variants. Dashed lines show variants with Genotype Quality (GQ) >50 and dotted lines show variants with the maximum Genotype Quality (GQ=99).

This algorithm has been used to analyze 579 known SNVs and 69 indels. 100 draws have been performed at each read depth, leading to 57,900 an 6,900 checked variant calls at each read depth for SNVs (Figure 3.15) and indels (Figure 3.16), respectively. With a read depth of 15-20 a maximum sensitivity is reached for both SNVs and indels. Sensitivity reaches 99.5% for SNVs. The remaining 0.25% are calls that are missed because the proportion of variant reads is too low in the randomly drawn reads. In the case of indels, a sensitivity of approximately 90% is reached. At low read depth GATK HaplotypeCaller performs best. GATK Unified Genotyper performs worse than the other two callers at all read depth levels. Dashed and dotted lines in the plot show how filtering for variants with higher GQ influences sensitivity. While requiring a GQ of at least 50 (dashed lines) only influences sensitivity up to a read depth of 15-20, requiring the maximum GQ of 99 (dotted lines)
Figure 3.16.: Sensitivity of downsampling Indel calls by read depth. Solid lines show sensitivity of the different variant callers (black: SAMtools mpileup; red: GATK UnifiedGenotyper; blue: GATK HaplotypeCaller) for all variants. Dashed lines show variants with Genotype Quality (GQ) >50 and dotted lines show variants with the maximum Genotype Quality (GQ=99).

lowers sensitivity on the whole read depth spectrum, especially for SAMtools mpileup variants.

**Multi Sample Calling**

```
foreach known variant do
  for depth: from 1 to 40 do
    for draws: from 1 to 100 do
      draw depth reads at variant site from original BAM file;
      draw depth reads at variant site from 100 control BAM files that do not harbor the variant;
      call variant in drawn reads in multi sample mode;
      check if variant has been called correctly;
    end
    sum up all correct/incorrect calls from all draws;
  end
  sum up all correct/incorrect calls from all variants;
end
```

**Algorithm 2:** Schematic of downsampling - multi sample calling.

Calling variants from more than one sample together, i.e. multi sample calling, is assumed to increase sensitivity especially if the per sample read depth is low. Current multi sample calling algorithms adapt prior probabilities for variants based on the observed reads of all samples and they apply Linkage Disequilibrium (LD) based methods[90]. However, multi sample calling procedures have been developed in the course of population scale sequencing projects, e.g. the 1000 Genome Project[128], where the main purpose was to accurately
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detect rare to common variants, but not very rare variants. Most samples sequenced during this PhD project, have been sequenced to detect very rare variants causing rare genetic disorders. To test if sensitivity also increases in the case of very rare variants, the downsampling approach above has been repeated with small modifications (Algorithm 2).

Figures 3.17 and 3.18 show that the detection of singletons using multi sample calling with 101 samples does not improve compared to single sample calling (Figure 3.15). Sensitivity even seems to decrease, when looking at the zoomed Figures 3.15b and 3.17b.

Figure 3.17.: Sensitivity of downsampling SNV calls by read depth. Multi sample calling has been performed using 100 control samples. Solid lines show sensitivity of the different variant callers (black: SAMtools mpileup; red: GATK UnifiedGenotyper; blue: GATK HaplotypeCaller) for all variants. Dashed lines show variants with Genotype Quality (GQ) >50 and dotted lines show variants with the maximum Genotype Quality (GQ=99)
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Figure 3.18.: Sensitivity of downsampling Indel calls by read depth. Multi sample calling has been performed using 100 control samples. Solid lines show sensitivity of the different variant callers (black: SAMtools mpileup; red: GATK UnifiedGenotyper; blue: GATK HaplotypeCaller) for all variants. Dashed lines show variants with Genotype Quality (GQ) >50 and dotted lines show variants with the maximum Genotype Quality (GQ=99).

Partitioning of Data

Since the downsampling approach only uses predefined sites of known variants, it can not be used to assess specificity. However, one can use subsets of reads from a sequencing experiment with sufficient read depth or from a sample that has been sequenced in two distinct experiments to call variants and calculate both sensitivity and specificity. Here, subsets from two exome sequencing experiments of two sample from which also whole genome data is available, have been used for this approach. Two different sets of gold standard variants for sensitivity and specificity calculations have been used:

- For sensitivity, the gold standard VCF files include only variants that have been called by all three variant callers in exome and whole genome data.
- For specificity, the gold standard VCF files include variants that have been called by any of the three variant callers in exome or whole genome data.

The two exome sequencing datasets have been split into six subsets each, as depicted in Figure 3.19. Variant calling has then been performed in each of the 12 subsets, the calls have been compared to the gold standard files described above and TP, FN and FP calls have been summed up. Figure 3.20 shows sensitivity calculations. Due to the splitting of the data, the majority of variants are located in regions with lower coverage. Again, the values for SNVs are higher and more uniform than the values for Indels and a sensitivity plateau is reached at a read depth of about 15 to 20, regardless of the variant caller.

Figure 3.21 shows specificity of variant calling in the 12 subsets relative to the GQ of the calls. The peaks in the green area show that variants are not equally distributed over the
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Figure 3.19.: The two samples have been split into six subsets, each.

Figure 3.20.: Sensitivity of SNV and Indel calls by read depth in subsets of two exome samples. Solid lines show sensitivity of the different variant callers (black: SAMtools mpileup; red: GATK UnifiedGenotyper; blue: GATK HaplotypeCaller) for all variants.
whole spectrum of GQ values. Some QG values are overrepresented. Specificity increases slightly with increasing GQ values, but there is no clear value to set a threshold for filtering.

![Graph a](image1.png)

(a) SNV specificity - whole range

![Graph b](image2.png)

(b) Indel specificity - whole range

Figure 3.21.: Specificity of SNV and Indel calls by Genotype Quality in subsets of two exome samples. Solid lines show sensitivity of the different variant callers (black: SAMtools mpileup; red: GATK UnifiedGenotyper; blue: GATK HaplotypeCaller) for all variants.

### 3.2.5. Using Novelty of Variants

The last chapters showed benchmarking methods to calculate sensitivity and specificity of variants and how read depth and Genotype Quality, as a measure for the reliability of a variant, affect them. This chapter introduces an additional property to assess the influence of read depth and other quality measures on variants: the novelty of a variant. The key assumption here is that true variants are more likely to appear already in public databases, such as dbSNP[115], than false variants. In contrast to previous methods, no gold standard
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to compare to is required, but it is not possible to directly identify wrong variants but only to estimate the proportion of false positives in a distinct class of variants. The variants assessed in this chapter are taken from the in-house database and novelty of a variant is defined by its absence from dbSNP v135.

Figure 3.22b shows the scaled proportion of known variants relative to read depth. Interestingly, there is a clear gap at a read depth of 20. This is in line with the findings from the previous chapters where a sensitivity plateau was reached at this coverage. Figure 3.22a shows that the absolute number of variants with a read depth lower than 20 is significantly higher than in the adjacent bins, suggesting that a majority of these variants are false positives.

This method easily allows assessment of the effect of filters. A property often used for filtering in the in-house database is the variant quality assigned by SAMtools. The values usually range from 0 to 225 which allows for a more fine-grained filtering than the Genotype Quality, but the correlation between those two values is high (0.89 pearson correlation).

Figure 3.23b shows that there is a clear increase of proportions for variants with a quality of at least 30. Figure 3.23a shows the absolute number of variants in the different bins. It can be seen that there is an excess of variants in the low quality bins, suggesting that the majority of those variants are false positives. However, there is a drop in proportion of novelty in the bin with the highest variant quality, which also holds most variants. This suggests that some of these variants are also false positives. To further investigate this, it is helpful to split the variants in rare and common variants. Rare is in this case defined as 10 or less alleles in the in-house database.

The majority of variants are rare (Figure 3.25a vs. Figure 3.24a; see also Chapter 3.3). As expected, proportions of dbSNP variants are high in variants that are common in the in-house database (Figure 3.24b) and significantly lower in rare variants (Figure 3.25b). The drop in the proportion of novelty in the last bin is only present in rare variants. Assuming that the proportion in the last bin should be similar to the proportion in the second last bin, it can be concluded that up to 10% of rare variants with maximum variant quality are false positives.

3.2.6. Conclusions

The results from the benchmarks in this chapter can be used to draw general conclusions on variant calling and filtering.

The most important factor is read depth. All tested variant callers perform equally well at SNV calling at positions with more than 15-20x coverage. GATK HaplotypeCaller, the newest of the tested variant callers and still under active development, performs better at indel calling than the other two callers. However, at the beginning of this PhD project, GATK HaplotypeCaller was not yet available, thus SAMtools mpileup was chosen as main variant caller. As of today, GATK HaplotypeCaller might be the best choice.

The two GATK programs for improving the quality of BAM files in order to improve variant calling, Indel Realigner and Base Quality Score Recalibrator, only improve variant calls of GATK UnifiedGenotyper. Thus, it should only be used if GATK UnifiedGenotyper is used for variant calling.
Figure 3.22: Proportions of dbSNP variants for different bins of read depth. dbSNP variants are depicted in dark grey, other variants in light grey.

Multi sample calling does not improve the calling of singletons. However, it has still an advantage compared to single sample calling: if only one sample has a variant at a position, also genotypes for all other samples are calculated if the coverage of the samples is sufficient at the position. If a variant gets called in only one sample using single sample calling, one does not know if the other samples do not have the variant or they do not have enough reads at this position. Thus, multi sample calling allows calculations of allele frequencies whereas single sample calling does not.
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In addition to read depth, also the variant quality given by SAMtools can be used for filtering variants. It could be shown that a cutoff of 30 is sensible, with the exception of variants in homopolymer regions where the cutoff should be lower. Genotype Quality is not as useful for filtering, because the values are not assigned continuously over the whole spectrum. No sensible cutoff could be defined. However, if variants are called using GATK UnifiedGenotyper or GATK HaplotypeCaller, the recommended way of filtering is using GATK VariantRecalibrator (see Chapter 1.3.3).

Figure 3.23.: Proportions of dbSNP variants for different bins of variant quality. dbSNP variants are depicted in dark grey, other variants in light grey.
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Figure 3.24: Proportions of dbSNP variants for different bins of variant quality. Variants are common (i.e. >10 alleles) in our in-house database. dbSNP variants are depicted in dark grey, other variants in light grey.

3.3. Identifying Disease Causing Variants

Variant calling and filtering as described in the last chapter leads to approximately 23,000 good quality coding variants per sample. These variants must be annotated and filtered in order to identify putative disease causing variants. Figure 3.26 shows the filter strategy that has been used throughout this PhD project. It is roughly based on guidelines for variant detection in research[80] and diagnostic[105][107] settings.
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Figure 3.25.: Proportions of dbSNP variants for different bins of variant quality. Variants are rare (i.e. $\leq 10$ alleles) in our in-house database. dbSNP variants are depicted in dark grey, other variants in light grey.

First, a frequency filter is applied to the variants of a sample (Chapter 3.3.1). Variants that are too frequent with respect to the prevalence and mode of inheritance of the investigated disease, can be filtered out.

To further reduce the amount of putative disease causing variants, the assumed mode of inheritance can be taken into account (Chapter 3.3.2). If, for instance, a recessive mode of inheritance is assumed, all variants that are not homozygous or compound heterozygous
can be filtered out.

Figure 3.26.: Flowdiagram for the detection of putative disease causing variants from exome data.

The remaining variants are then searched for known disease causing variants from public databases, such as HGMD[121] or ClinVar[60], and for variants in genes known to be associated with the respective disease (Chapter 3.3.3). If a sample has a variant that has been described to be associated with a disease fitting the phenotype of the sample, this
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Another strong evidence for disease causality of a variant is, if it has not been previously described to be disease causing but is located in a gene that is associated with the respective disease. However, in this case additional evidence for the pathogenicity of the variant is required, such as in silico predictions of the deleterious effect of the variant or experimental evidence (Chapter 3.3.5).

If no known variants or variants in known genes can be found, calculations of statistical significance are used to identify variants in genes that are significantly enriched in cases compared to controls (Chapter 3.3.4). In addition to statistical evidence or if statistics can not be used, e.g. if the number of cases is not sufficient, experimental evidence and in silico predictions of deleteriousness can be used to identify disease causing variants (Chapter 3.3.5).

Example datasets that have been generated during this PhD project are used to demonstrate the different steps throughout this chapter.

3.3.1. Variant Frequencies

Approximately 11,500 synonymous, 11,000 missense, 300 loss-of-function (nonsense, stoploss, splice) and 300 frameshift variants with sufficient quality (SAMtools variant quality ≥ 30) have been called per sample (Table 3.7).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Varianttype</th>
<th>38Mb kits</th>
<th>50Mb kits (v3)</th>
<th>50Mb kits (v4)</th>
<th>50Mb kits (v5)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>syinnous (±s.d.)</td>
<td>10,785</td>
<td>11,328</td>
<td>11,498</td>
<td>11,498</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>missense (±s.d.)</td>
<td>9,765</td>
<td>10,503</td>
<td>10,811</td>
<td>10,811</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nonsense (±s.d.)</td>
<td>10,298</td>
<td>11,282</td>
<td>11,363</td>
<td>11,363</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>stoploss (±s.d.)</td>
<td>7,036</td>
<td>9,765</td>
<td>10,503</td>
<td>10,503</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>splice (±s.d.)</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>frameshift (±s.d.)</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>indel (±s.d.)</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>146</td>
<td>177</td>
<td>183</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>60</td>
<td>185</td>
<td>274</td>
<td>278</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>75</td>
<td>170</td>
<td>313</td>
<td>315</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.7.: Average number of variants per sample.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Varianttype</th>
<th>Singletons</th>
<th>AF &lt;1%</th>
<th>AF &lt;5%</th>
<th>All variants</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Non-synonymous variants</td>
<td>355,209</td>
<td>691,800</td>
<td>706,407</td>
<td>730,022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Synonymous variants</td>
<td>161,761</td>
<td>338,145</td>
<td>348,823</td>
<td>371,156</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All variants</td>
<td>513,572</td>
<td>1,023,092</td>
<td>1,048,182</td>
<td>1,093,770</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.8.: Overview of all called coding variants. About half of the variants in the database are present in only a single sample.

One of the major assumptions for the detection of putative disease causing variants for rare diseases is that these variants are also rare. Hence, the frequency of a variant in all
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Samples that do not have the same disease can be used for filtering. The actual cutoff frequency to use for filtering depends on the incidence and mode of inheritance of the investigated disease. Cystic fibrosis is, for instance, the most common lethal genetic disease in caucasian populations and occurs in about 1 in 3,000-4,000 Germans[94]. It is recessive and caused by mutations in the \textit{CFTR} gene. Up to 3/4 of the cases in Europe are caused by a single mutation, a deletion of a single amino acid at position 508 (Phe508del). Currently, 102 samples in the in-house database which are not diagnosed with cystic fibrosis, are carriers of this mutation. Thus, the cutoff frequency for identifying disease causing mutations for cystic fibrosis in the in-house database must be above 1.25%.

313 trios of children with intellectual disability (ID) and their parents have been sequenced in two different projects to detect disease causing \textit{de novo} variants[104]. These variants are not expected to occur in any other samples, despite the prevalence of ID of 1.5-2.5\%[65]. This has two reasons: (i) ID is genetically heterogenous. Thus, the putative disease causing mutations spread across many possible loci. (ii) The investigated cases are assumed to be dominant, have severely reduced reproductive fitness and the putative disease causing mutations are assumed to have full penetrance. Thus, true disease causing mutations are not expected to occur in samples that do not suffer from ID.

The vast majority of variants are rare, when looking at all samples together (Table 3.8; Figure 3.27). 47\% of the variants are \textit{singletons}, i.e. they have been called in only a single sample, and 92\% of the variants have a frequency of below 1\% in the in-house database. On a per sample level, variant frequencies are distributed equally (Figure 3.28), with the exception of two peaks: the peak at very low frequencies represents private variants of a specific sample and the peak at very high frequencies represents private variants of the sample from which the reference genome was derived. With approximately 4,500 sequenced sam-
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Figure 3.28.: Allele frequency of variants of a single sample (average over all samples).

...samples, filtering for variants with an allele frequency below 0.1%, which corresponds to variants that are present in up to eight controls in Figure 3.27, about 350 variants per sample remain. As expected, approximately 2/3 of these variants are non-synonymous. Due to the genetic code, substitutions in the last base of a codon often do not change the amino acid, whereas changes in the other two bases do. Hence, statistically it is expected that around 2/3 of substitutions cause amino acid changes.

To further reduce the number of very rare variants per sample, it would be possible to sequence more and more samples until the complete spectrum of non-lethal coding variants is known. To achieve this, the number of sequenced samples must be significantly higher than 4,500, as can be seen in Figure 3.29. Also with 4,500 sequenced samples, each new sample introduces approximately 100 novel variants. This number decreases only slowly.

Frequencies from Public Databases

In addition to frequencies from the in-house database, frequencies from public databases can also be used for filtering[44]. Two widely used databases for this purpose are the Exome Variant Server (EVS)[127] and the 1000 Genome Project[128]. EVS offers variants from 6,503 exome samples (4,300 European Americans and 2,203 African Americans) sequenced in the course of the NHLBI GO Exome Sequencing Project (ESP). The 1000 Genome Project currently offers variants from 1,092 samples from 26 populations for which exome sequencing and low coverage whole genome sequencing was performed.

These two datasets can be used via the in-house web interface. However, a major drawback of data from public databases compared to data from the in-house database is, that it has been analyzed differently and may therefore be biased differently.
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3.3.2. Mode of Inheritance

The assumed inheritance pattern, or mode of inheritance, of a disease can be used for filtering of candidate variants. If, for instance, a recessive mode of inheritance is assumed for a disease, only homozygous and compound heterozygous variants are of interest. If additionally the parents of the patient are consanguineous, the disease causing variant is most likely homozygous. If a dominant mode of inheritance is assumed, sequencing of distantly related, affected family members is beneficial for filtering of candidate variants.

A special mode of inheritance are de novo mutations, i.e. mutations that occur in the germline of a parent and can therefore be only detected in somatic cells of the child but not the parents. De novo mutations are assumed to cause severe disorders, such as ID, that massively reduce reproductive fitness and are unlikely to be inherited. The common method to detect de novo variants using exome sequencing is to perform trio sequencing, i.e. sequencing of the affected child and both parents, and then identifying variants that are present in the child but not the parents. During this PhD project, 313 trios of children with intellectual disability and their parents have been sequenced. Altogether, 618 de novo variants have been identified in these trios (Table 3.9). In 71 of the patients de novo variants have been identified in genes already associated with ID (see also Chapter 3.3.3).

To assess the general properties of the set of de novo variants in cases, the de novo mutation rate per sample has been calculated and compared to the mutation rate of 50 control trios (Figure 3.30 and Table 3.10). The mutation rate fitted to the expected poisson distribution (Figure 3.30a) and has been higher in cases than in controls (Figure 3.30b).

Interestingly, people in the case group have a significantly higher number of protein altering variants than people in the control group (Table 3.10). Especially the fraction of loss-of-function variants is strikingly higher in cases compared to controls, whereas the fraction of synonymous variants is lower (Figure 3.31). This does not directly lead to the discovery of single disease causing variants, but it gives some indication of the presence

![Figure 3.29.: Novel variants in database when adding new samples](image-url)
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mutationtype</th>
<th>Mutations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>frameshift</td>
<td>61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>splice</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>stoploss</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nonsense</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>indel</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>missense</td>
<td>376</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>syn</td>
<td>106</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nearsplice</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>618</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.9.: *de novo* variants in 313 patients with intellectual disability.

of disease causing variants in the case group.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sequence length (bases)</th>
<th>Protein-altering</th>
<th>Point</th>
<th>Missense</th>
<th>Synonymous</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2.54x10^7</td>
<td>3.34x10^7</td>
<td>2.54x10^7</td>
<td>7.93x10^7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Cases (n=313)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mutations</th>
<th>511</th>
<th>542</th>
<th>376</th>
<th>106</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mutations per person</td>
<td>1.63</td>
<td>1.73</td>
<td>1.20</td>
<td>0.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mutation rate</td>
<td>3.21x10^-8</td>
<td>2.59x10^-8</td>
<td>2.36x10^-8</td>
<td>2.13x10^-8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Controls (n=50)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mutations</th>
<th>36</th>
<th>55</th>
<th>31</th>
<th>22</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mutations per person</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>0.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mutation rate</td>
<td>1.42x10^-8</td>
<td>1.65x10^-8</td>
<td>1.23x10^-8</td>
<td>2.77x10^-8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p-value</td>
<td>2.68x10^-7</td>
<td>2.44x10^-3</td>
<td>6.61x10^-4</td>
<td>0.32</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.10.: *de novo* mutation rate calculations for 313 patients with intellectual disability and 50 controls.

It is assumed that the *de novo* mutation rate is proportional to the age of the father at birth[56]. Indeed, the number of *de novo* variants in the samples presented here is significantly correlated to the age of the father at birth (Pearson’s correlation p-value=0.0004; Figure 3.32b) and not significantly correlated to the age of the mother at birth (Pearson’s correlation p-value=0.020; Figure 3.32a).

3.3.3. Known Pathogenic Variants and Genes

After filtering for frequency and mode of inheritance, the remaining variants can be looked up in public databases that include known variant to phenotype relationships [44].

One of the most used databases for this purpose is the *Human Gene Mutation Database (HGMD)*[121], which contains variants obtained by literature mining. The professional
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Figure 3.30.: de novo point mutations per sample compared to the poisson distribution.

(a) de novo point mutations per sample compared to the poisson distribution.

(b) de novo point mutations of cases vs. controls

Figure 3.30.: de novo point mutations per sample

version of HGMD, which requires a fee-based license, currently contains 148,413 variants. The free, public version contains 105,417 variants. It contains variants from the professional version that are at least three years old.

Another, recently started, public database is ClinVar[60]. ClinVar contains variants that were submitted by researchers and clinicians or extracted from public databases (e.g. OMIM[95]) or expert consensus reports. It currently contains 107,784 variants and is growing rapidly.

If a detected variant (or a pair of compound heterozygous variants for recessive diseases) can be found in such a database and the variant is marked as causal for a matching disease/phenotype, it is very likely that it is indeed disease causing in the investigated sample. However, public databases also contain uncertain and false positive findings. For instance, Bell et al.[5] identified 460 recessive variants that were marked as disease associated in HGMD. They omitted 122 (27%) of these variants because they were common polymorphisms, sequencing errors or lacked evidence of pathogenicity.

The problem of uncertain or false positive classifications in databases also becomes evident by investigating the overlap of HGMD and ClinVar. At the time of writing, 28,968 of 105,643 disease causing mutations from HGMD can also be found in ClinVar. Of these 28,968 mutations, only 18,100 (62%) are classified as pathogenic in ClinVar. An example for problems due to uncertain classifications can be found by investigating the carrier status for cystic fibrosis in the in-house database. As mentioned above, approximately 1 in 3,000-4,000 Germans suffers from cystic fibrosis[94]. According to the Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium, up to 3.6% of the population are carriers of a cystic fibrosis mutation. However, 551 of 4,297 samples (12.8%) in the in-house database carry a mutation in CFTR that is classified as disease causing in HGMD. When looking at these mutations in detail, the most common mutation (168 of 551) is not the expected deletion (Phe508del; most common mutation in literature[94]), but a synonymous mutation directly upstream of the donor splice
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Figure 3.31.: Fraction of functions of de novo mutations

Figure 3.32.: Number of de novo mutations vs. age of parents at birth

site of intron 10. This mutation is classified with “Uncertain significance” by ClinVar and also the evidence in the describing literature[92][123] is unclear, suggesting that this variant is rather a common polymorphism than a disease causing variant.
3. Results

Variants in Known Genes

If no previously described disease causing mutation could be identified, novel variants in genes known to be associated with the disease of interest are investigated. Lists of known genes for a disease can be obtained from public databases, such as OMIM[95], or by literature research.

If a list of known genes is available, it is important to know how well they are covered by exome sequencing. This is particularly important if exome sequencing should be used for diagnostic. Six patients with suspected familial breast cancer (BRCA) have been sequenced to test whether exome sequencing is a suitable method for BRCA diagnostics. For this purpose, the detection of heterozygous variants in nine candidate genes is required. Figure 3.33 shows the coverage information for different isoforms of three of these genes. The bottom row of this table shows that exon 4 of the gene BRCA2 is not sufficiently covered for this sample. In fact this is the case for all samples sequenced with version 5 of the Agilent SureSelect Human All Exon enrichment kit. For a diagnostic purpose, this exon would have to be sequenced additionally using a different technology.

Figure 3.34 shows three variants that have been detected in breast cancer associated genes in three of the six familial breast cancer diagnostic samples. The bottom two variants are classified as disease causing mutations by HGMD. The top variant is not in HGMD. For variants like this, i.e. novel variants in disease associated genes, additional evidence is
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required in order to show that the variant is disease causing rather than a benign polymorphism (see Chapter 3.3.5). Since the variant in this example is at a splice site, for instance RNA sequencing data that shows if the splice site is disrupted, could be generated.

3.3.4. Statistical Significance

In many samples sequenced in the course of this PhD project, e.g. the first 51 intellectual disability trios[104], known disease causing variants and genes have been ruled out before exome sequencing. Hence, in the majority of samples, no known disease causing variants or variants in disease associated genes were identified. To identify novel disease causing variants and disease associated genes, it is recommended to use formal calculations of statistical significance[80]. How to calculate statistical significance depends on the mode of inheritance of the investigated disease and is limited by the number of available samples.

623 patients with mitochondrial disorders (MD), a group of highly heterogenous conditions characterised by faulty oxidative phosphorylation, have been sequenced [25] [83] [34] [30] [38] [35] [37] [36] [57] [21]. Mitochondrial disorders are recessive. Thus, only homozygous and compound heterozygous variants are of interest in these samples. Fisher’s exact test can be used to calculate the burden of each gene. For example mutations in the gene $ACAD9$ have been shown to be disease causing in mitochondrial disorders[39]. Querying the in-house database, 15 of 623 samples with a mitochondrial disorder and 7 of 3,969 samples with other diseases have homozygous or compound heterozygous variants in this gene. Fisher’s exact test results in a p-value of $7.387 \times 10^{-9}$ for these values, which is below the genome wide significance threshold of $1.7 \times 10^{-6}$ recommended by MacArthur et al.[80].

For de novo variants, significance can be calculated for each gene by calculating the probability that the observed de novo variants have not occurred by chance. A method to calculate this probability is $TADA[40]$. It takes the number of samples, the number and type (i.e. missense or loss-of-function) of de novo variants per gene and the gene specific mutation rate into account. The mutation rate is a function of the length of the gene and its nucleotide composition, e.g. a C next to a G increases mutation rate approximately by a factor of 10 for this position compared to the genome wide mutation rate. In addition to de
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100.05 Bonferroni-corrected for 30,000 genes
novo mutations, TADA also allows the integration of variant frequencies from case-control studies. Applying TADA to de novo mutations from intellectual disability trios (see Chapter 3.3.2) results in 15 genes that reach genome wide significance. In addition to 8 genes with known association to ID, 7 genes (ASXL3, SON, DDX3X, BCL11B, SETD5, TCF20, TRIP12) with previously unknown association have been identified. Additional investigation of these genes is required, for example by sequencing them in larger cohorts of patients with ID or functional studies as described in the next chapter.

If the number of available cases and controls is high enough, statistical methods originally developed for GWAS can be used to detect significant variants. However, these methods have been designed for the analysis of common variants with low to modest effect in large numbers of samples. Their statistical power is often too low to analyse rare variants in relatively few samples. To overcome this problem, researchers have developed methods, such as burden tests or variance-component tests, to jointly analyze multiple rare variants that are located in the same genomic region, e.g. genes[64]. Which of these methods should be used depends on assumptions on the investigated disease and its genetic architecture, e.g. if it can be assumed that all tested variants in a gene have a negative effect or not. Tools such as PLINK/SEQ\textsuperscript{11} or EPACTS\textsuperscript{12} include a multitude of tests and allow to run them on standard multi sample VCF files. They also include methods for filtering of variants and samples to reduce the number of false positives, which is crucial for good results.

3.3.5. Additional Evidence

If no known variants or variants in known genes and also no novel variants or genes could be identified using statistical significance, e.g. because the number of samples was too small, other evidence can be used to identify disease causing variants. Also if a variant has been already identified as disease causing by the steps described in the last chapters, additional evidence is beneficial in order to prevent false positive variant classifications.

The methods to gather additional evidence are divided into two parts in this chapter: the first part describes in silico methods that try to predict variant effects and the second part describes experimental methods to get insight on the effect of variants.

Conservation and Prediction Scores

To assess the putative pathogenicity of variants without a known effect, several in silico tools that assign scores based on certain properties, have been developed. These scores can be divided into two classes:

1. Conservation scores - These scores are usually based on multiple sequence alignments of the human reference genome to groups of other genomes, e.g. mammals or vertebrates. Sites that are conserved in more distantly related genomes have higher conservation scores than sites that are rapidly evolving. It is assumed that sites are conserved because they are functionally important. Thus, mutations at such sites are more likely to be harmful than mutations in unconserved regions. Conservation

\textsuperscript{11}http://atgu.mgh.harvard.edu/plinkseq/ - Last accessed: 03.09.2014
\textsuperscript{12}http://genome.sph.umich.edu/wiki/EPACTS - Last accessed: 03.09.2014
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scores are usually available for the whole genome. Scores assessed in this chapter are phyloP[117], GERP++[22] and SiPhy[31][74].

2. Prediction scores - In addition to conservation between different species, prediction scores take additional information of a given variant into account, such as the position in a secondary structural element of the protein or the differences of properties of the wildtype and the mutant amino acid. Since these properties are primarily specific to protein coding regions, prediction scores are often only available for coding variants or, more specific, missense variants. Variants with known effect are used to train a prediction model to separate disease causing/deleterious and benign variants on the basis of the respective properties. Prediction scores assessed in this chapter are Polyphen2[3], SIFT[58], MutationTaster[113], LRT[14], MutationAssessor[106], FATHMM[116] and CADD[53]. In contrast to the other tools, CADD offers scores for SNVs as well as small indels for the whole genome. It uses 63 different annotations to calculate its score. These annotations include also GERP, phyloP, Polyphen2 and SIFT predictions. As a training set it uses nearly 15 million high-frequency human-derived alleles and the same amount of simulated variants. The key assumption here is that deleterious variants are depleted in the high-frequency alleles but not in the simulated variants.

The scores used in this chapter were derived from the database of Human Non-synonymous SNVs and Their Functional Predictions (dbNSFP; v2.4)[76][77]. This database provides pre-calculated scores from the tools mentioned above for all possible coding and splice site variants based on the GENCODE 9 annotation. In addition to scores and predictions from the single tools, dbNSFP also provides ranked scores for each tool. The ranked score of a variant is defined as the rank of this variant in the list of all variants ordered by the original score, divided by the total number of variants. Hence, the ranked scores range from 0 to 1 and a higher rank score means that a variant is predicted to be more deleterious. dbNSFP v2.4 also includes two aggregated scores (RadialSVM and LR) that combine the single scores and the maximum frequencies of variants in the 1000 genomes data (manuscript submitted).

The average score of variants per allele count can be used to assess the general properties of conservation and prediction scores (Figure 3.35). It can be assumed that deleterious variants are depleted at higher allele counts due to selective pressure. Hence, a good prediction tool should give higher average scores for rare variants than for frequent variants. Figure 3.35 shows this trend for most tools. Two scores are significantly different compared to the others: MutationTaster and LR

- MutationTaster is most likely different because it does not provide a continuous score but only classifies variants as damaging or neutral and gives a p-value for the reliability of each classification. A continuous score was derived by dbNSFP using the p-value for damaging variants and 1 - p-value for neutral variants, but this score reflects rather the reliability of each classification and not the deleteriousness.

- As mentioned above, LR is an aggregation of other scores and takes also allele frequency data from the 1000 genomes project into account. Thus, variants with higher allele counts receive lower scores.
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![Figure 3.35: Average predicted function by alternative allele count](image)

![Figure 3.36: Overlap of six prediction scores](image)

Another way to assess the viability of prediction scores is to measure their overlap. Figure 3.36 shows the overlap of six scores: SIFT, PPH2_HVAR, LRT, MutationTaster, MutationAssessor and FATHMM. RadialSVM, LR and CADD were excluded, because they use at least some of the other scores as basis for their predictions. PPH2_HDIV was excluded, because it is the same score as PPH2_HVAR, but with a different training dataset. Thus, the overlap of PPH2_HVAR and PPH2_HDIV is large (89% according to dbNSFP[77]). Figure 3.36a shows that about 700,000 variants from the in-house database have a prediction from at least one of the six tested scores. 75% of these variants have been classified as damaging.
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by at least one tool, but only 2% of the variants are predicted to be damaging by all six tools. On a per sample level, on average 4,171 variants have been classified as damaging by at least one tool, but only 22 variants are predicted to be damaging by all six tools (Figure 3.36b). A naive way to combine single scores would be to use a majority of predictions, i.e. at least 4 of 6 scores must classify a variant as damaging. However, some scores correlate more than others [77], so a simple majority vote may be biased. More sophisticated aggregations of single scores, such as LR, RadialSVM or CADD, are preferable.

Figure 3.37.: Ranked prediction and conservation scores of 77 de novo variants from 71 samples in known disease genes vs. matched variants from controls. Wilcoxon rank-sum test (two sided) is used to test between groups.

To assess the ability of the single prediction and conservation scores to discriminate between putative disease causing and benign variants, one can compare the scores of known disease causing variants and benign variants. Here, a list of de novo variants from patients with intellectual disability (ID) (see Chapter 3.3.2) in genes associated with ID were compared to variants with corresponding annotations and allele frequencies from control samples (Figure 3.37). It is not certain that the variants in genes associated with ID are causal in all of these patients, but it can be assumed that they are more likely to be deleterious than random variants from control samples. Notably, all scores predict the variants in known ID genes to be more deleterious than the control variants. The most significant differences (Wilcoxon rank-sum test, two sided) between variant groups were achieved by the conservation scores phyloP, phast and SiPhy, the prediction score MutationAssessor and the aggregating scores Radial and LR.

In addition to providing raw scores, prediction tools also assign an effect, i.e. damaging
or tolerated, to each variant. Figure 3.38 shows these predictions for the 77 de novo variants from Figure 3.37 and for 93 de novo variants that have been identified in the same patients. This example represents a typical use case of prediction tools: one is looking at a list of variants from patients and tries to distinguish disease causing from benign variants. Especially SIFT and PPH are not able to distinguish between the two groups of variants. Other tools perform better at separating putative disease causing and benign variants, e.g. LR or Radial, but only half of the putative disease causing variants are predicted to be damaging.

![Deleterious vs. tolerated predictions for de novo variants from 71 samples. 77 variants are in known disease genes (dis) and 93 variants are in other genes (oth). Fisher’s exact test (two sided) is used to test for differences between groups.](image)

Experimental Evidence

Experimental evidence can be further divided into two groups: (i) general evidence, often from high-throughput methods, for instance expression data of genes from tissues of interest. Such information can often be found in public databases and it is therefore possible to easily use it for filtering of many variants. (ii) evidence that is based on the variant itself, for instance if the transcript that carries the variant is expressed lower than the wild type transcript. These experiments have to be performed for every variant separately, which is time consuming and expensive. Hence, such experiments are only performed for very promising candidate variants and genes. However, such specific experiments are the most valuable sources of evidence.

General Experimental Evidence

A widely used resource are Protein Protein Interactions (PPI). PPI can be used to filter for variants that are located in genes encoding for proteins which are known to interact with
disease associated proteins. There are several public databases, such as MIPS\cite{97}, that include PPIs either mined from literature or from high throughput experiments\cite{55}.

Another piece of evidence for the involvement of a certain gene and its variants in a disease is, if the gene is part of a biological pathway that is known to play a role in the disease or includes other disease associated genes. For instance the Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes (KEGG)\cite{45}\cite{46} database includes information on biological pathways.

To assess the role of putative disease causing variants, it is important if the affected gene is expressed in the tissue of interest, e.g. disease causing genes for intellectual disability are usually expressed in the brain. The GNF Gene Expression Atlas 2\cite{124} includes microarray expression data of 79 tissues. It can also be queried via the interface of the UCSC Genome Browser\cite{49}.

Similar to the expression of a gene in a tissue of interest, the presence of the encoded protein is important. Recently a draft map of the human proteome has been published\cite{50}. It includes data of proteins from 17,294 genes in 30 tissues.

Information on the influence of variants in genes on the phenotype of other organisms can give evidence on disease associations. The Mouse Genome Database\cite{9} contains information on the influence of heterozygous and homozygous gene knockouts on the phenotype of mice. For instance, according to this database, a homozygous knockout of the ortholog of the gene STXBPI that carries de novo variants in several patients with intellectual disability\cite{104}, leads to neuron apoptosis and degeneration in mice. This gives additional evidence that the de novo variants in this gene are disease causing. However, intellectual disability is a heterogenous disorder that is already linked to a large number of genes. Thus, also such seemingly convincing evidence should be critically examined.

**Specific Experimental Evidence**

The type of functional experiment that can be performed depends on the type of variant and the affected gene. For instance, a common 34 bp deletion in the promoter of TXNL4A could be identified by whole genome sequencing in six patients with Burn-McKeown syndrome, a rare condition with a characteristic combination of choanal atresia, sensorineural deafness, cardiac defects and craniofacial dysmorphisms. Consequently, reporter gene and in vivo assays were performed to assess the expression of TXNL4A which was indeed reduced\cite{135}.

In another project, somatic mutations in two ATPases were detected in nine aldosterone producing adenomas. These ATPases control sodium, potassium and calcium ion homeostasis. Functional in vivo studies of the mutants showed loss of pump activity and strongly reduced affinity for potassium\cite{8}.

In patients with mitochondrial disorders, oxygen consumption of the cells is decreased. So-called rescue experiments are performed to investigate if a variant is disease causing\cite{35}. Wild type cDNA of the candidate gene is expressed in fibroblast cell lines of the patients. Then the oxygen consumption is measured and compared to the oxygen consumption of cells without the wild type cDNA. If the variant is causing the phenotype, the oxygen consumption of the cell lines with the expressed cDNA should be significantly increased compared to the original patient cell line, i.e. the phenotype is rescued.
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3.3.6. Conclusions

This chapter showed strategies to identify a putative disease causing variant in the set of approximately 23,000 coding variants of a single exome sample.

The first step to reduce the number of variants is to filter the original set of variants for variants with an allele frequency below a cutoff that is appropriate for the investigated disease. However, even after analyzing more than 4,500 exomes, every new exome carries approximately 100 private variants. Thus, frequency alone is not a sufficient filter, at least until a significantly higher number of samples has been sequenced.

In a next step the remaining variants are filtered for the assumed mode of inheritance, e.g. dominant or recessive. The efficiency of this step depends on the mode of inheritance and the availability of families: for instance in recessive disorders, filtering for homozygous or compound heterozygous variants effectively reduces the number of candidate variants. For dominantly inherited disorders, families with multiple affected members are required for filtering by mode of inheritance.

Variants that fulfill both frequency and mode of inheritance requirements can then be looked up in public databases such as HGMD or ClinVar. Unfortunately, these databases contain a considerable amount of false positive entries. If no known disease causing variants could be identified, novel variants in known disease associated genes are investigated. These variants can be either disease causing or benign, additional evidence for causality is required.

Novel disease associated genes and variants can be identified by formal calculations of statistical significance. Possible methods depend on the mode of inheritance. However, in many projects and diseases a formal calculation of significance is impossible due to the insufficient number of available samples and also if statistical significant candidates can be identified, functional evidence might still be required.

Several \textit{in silico} conservation and prediction scores are available and can be easily investigated. However, decisions on disease causality should not be based solely on these scores, because of the considerable number of wrong classifications. Also functional evidence, such as the expression of a gene in a tissue of interest, from public databases can be used as additional hint on causality, but should be critically examined.

If a convincing candidate variant could be identified, specific functional experiments are often required to clarify if the variant is responsible for the phenotype. The type of experiment depends on the type of variant, e.g. splice site disrupting or loss-of-function, and the type of protein the affected gene encodes, e.g. a membrane channel protein.

3.4. Variant Calling in RNA-Seq Data - RNA editing

\textit{RNA editing} is a form of posttranscriptional modification. The most important and most common form of RNA editing is Adenosine-to-Inosine (A-to-I) editing [91]. Inosine is treated as guanine in splicing and translation, as well as in RNA sequencing.

In humans A-to-I editing is mediated by \textit{adenosine deaminase acting on RNA (ADAR1-ADAR3)} enzymes. ADAR3 has not shown enzymatic activity in experiments, although it shares the functional domains with ADAR1 and ADAR2 and is well conserved[11]. The editing takes place only in double stranded RNA (dsRNA). This might also be the reason...
why the vast majority of RNA editing sites are located within repetitive regions, especially Alus, in non-coding parts of the RNA, because for repetitive sequences it is more likely that their counterpart lies in close proximity and so a double stranded structure can be formed.

RNA editing is an important mechanism to maintain the physiological function of a cell, especially in the brain[69]. A-to-I editing has been shown to play a role in many diseases, but especially in neurological and psychiatric disorders[79][119]. For instance the glutamate receptor subunit GRIA2 exon 11 Q/R site is usually edited in the human brain and mediates the \( \text{Ca}^{2+} \) permeability of glutamate receptors [29]. Down-regulation of editing at this site is believed to correspond to several neuronal diseases such as Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis or Epilepsy [79]. A-to-I editing is regulated as a response to various factors, e.g. stages in the cell cycle, and is tissue specific. For example the site in GRIA2 mentioned above is edited at a rate of 100% in kidney tissue and only 33% in adrenal tissue[70].

In principle, identifying RNA editing sites can be done by calling variants from RNA-Seq data that can not be found in corresponding DNA data. However, variant calling in RNA-Seq data is more difficult and error prone than variant calling in DNA data, mainly due to errors from sequencing library preparation and difficulties in accurate read alignment[69] (see also Chapter 1.3.1). Over the last couple of years, several strategies to handle these problems have been published[99][103][101]. These methods mainly focus on stringent filtering of putative variants.

Here, RNA editing is assessed in the context of a large RNA sequencing project of the GEUVADIS consortium[63][125]. In this project mRNA and microRNA from lymphoblastoid cell lines of 462 individuals from the 1000 Genomes Project[128] have been sequenced in seven laboratories, including ours. The main purpose was to assess transcriptome variation within and between populations in the light of genomic variations. In terms of RNA editing, two different aspects have been assessed:

1. Since the proportion of edited bases that are present in RNA-Seq reads at putative RNA editing sites can be counted, RNA editing sites can also be viewed as quantitative traits. To assess if these quantitative traits are regulated by genomic loci, association tests were performed (Chapter 3.4.1).

2. A-to-I editing can create (AA to AI = AG) or destroy (AG to IG = GG) canonical splice sites. Hence, the influence of RNA editing on differential splicing was investigated (Chapter 3.4.2).

Similar to variant calling in exome data (Chapter 3.2), accurate identification of RNA editing sites depends largely on the quality of the raw data and read alignment. There has been a large emphasis on quality control[125] and read mapping[82] in this project. Variant calling has then been performed for all samples together with SAMtools mpileup[68] at 42,039 known editing sites from the DARNED database[52] for the association study (Chapter 3.4.1) and genome wide with GATK UnifiedGenotyper[85][24] for assessment of effects on splice sites (Chapter 3.4.2). To reduce the number of false positive RNA editing events a set of very stringent filters have been applied:

1. a minimum median coverage of 10 at all called sites has been required

2. at least 10 samples had to have a non-reference “genotype” at each site
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3. all variants called with SAMtools had to pass the SAMtools varFilter script, whereas the variants called with GATK had to survive variant quality score recalibration.

4. the variant quality at all sites had to be above 100

5. Furthermore, to ensure that the observed variants are true RNA editing events and not due to genetic variants, two things were required:
   a) there should not be a corresponding variant in the 1000 Genomes Phase 1 data set
   b) all variants had to be located within the set of accessible regions defined by the 1000 Genomes project to ensure that a variant would be present in the genetic variant data if it was present at the DNA level

Of the 462 samples in this project, 421 have been part of 1000 Genomes Phase 1. Since whole genome sequencing has not been performed for the remaining 41 samples at this point, these samples have been excluded from further analysis.

3.4.1. RNA Editing as a Quantitative Trait - editQTLs

Figure 3.39.: Example for an RNA editing site that is associated with a genetic variant (editQTL). On the x-axis the genotype of the genetic variant is shown. Genotype Class 0 stands for homozygous reference, 1 for heterozygous and 2 for homozygous alternative. The y-axis shows the proportion of edited bases.

Altogether, SAMtools mpileup called non-reference variants (i.e. at least one sample had a non-reference “genotype”) at 24,680 of the 42,039 sites from DARNED. After filtering, only 100 edited sites remained. Eight of these sites showed genetic associations to the proportion of editing (FDR5%). An example is shown in Figures 3.39 and 3.40. The associated genetic loci (editQTLs) are close to the RNA editing site (median 304 bp).
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3.4.2. RNA Editing of Splice Sites

After filtering approximately 500 splice sites (0.1% of all splice sites) showed evidence for RNA editing. About 85% of RNA editing sites decrease or disrupt splicing efficiency, compared to about 60% of genomic variants (Figure 3.41a). Interestingly, RNA editing efficiency in splicing disrupting variants is anti-correlated with splicing efficiency (Figure 3.41b). This suggests that RNA editing takes place before splicing.

Figure 3.40.: The example RNA editing site from Figure 3.39 in two different samples. The read color is showing the read orientation and the edited site is in the middle. Reads are sorted by allele.
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(a) Effect of RNA editing sites compared to DNA variants on splice sites.

(b) Proportion of edited reads at RNA editing sites vs. splicing efficiency. RNA editing efficiency in splicing disrupting variants is anti-correlated with splicing efficiency.

Figure 3.41.: Effect of RNA editing on splicing
Part IV.

Discussion
4. Discussion

4.1. Data Quality

The last two parts of this thesis showed the development of methods and guidelines for the detection of disease causing variants and their usage in diverse genetic disorders. It could be shown that the quality of NGS data is crucial for the detection of variants with sufficient quality. The read depth is especially important. The data presented here led to the decision to generate between 8 and 12 Gb of data for each sequenced exome, leading to an average of 95.6% of targeted bases covered more than 20 times. This amount of sequence is higher than in other published exome studies. For example, de Ligt et al.[23] sequenced 100 intellectual disability trios with an average of 5.4 Gb of sequence per sample, leading to an average of 80% of targeted bases covered more than 20 times. They identified 79 de novo mutations. In a similar study conducted during this PhD project[104], 51 intellectual disability trios have been sequenced with an average of 10.2 Gb using the same version of exome enrichment kit. 90% of the targeted bases were covered more than 20 times. 87 de novo mutations could be identified and confirmed in this dataset. At least a part of the substantially higher amount of detected variants might be due to the higher coverage. However, with decreasing sequencing costs, the amount of sequence generated per exome sample becomes less important compared to the costs for the exome enrichment kit. At some point whole genome sequencing will be even more cost effective than exome sequencing, which will be beneficial in terms of coverage but raises other issues (see Chapter 5.2).

4.2. Benchmarks for Variant Calling

Benchmarks of variant callers showed that all tested callers (SAMtools mpileup, GATK UnifiedGenotyper and GATK HaplotypeCaller) showed comparable results in terms of sensitivity and specificity of SNVs. This has also been shown by Liu et al.[75]. However, they did not investigate the performance of GATK HaplotypeCaller and recommend to use GATK UnifiedGenotyper due to its better performance in multi sample calling. O’Rawe et al.[93] did investigate also GATK HaplotypeCaller, but they focused on the concordance between different callers rather than on the performance of individual callers. Discrepancies between callers are mainly due to low quality variants in problematic regions that are called differently between the assessed callers. O’Rawe et al. recommend using multiple callers to maximize sensitivity. In the benchmarks discussed in Chapter 3.2, GATK HaplotypeCaller performed better in terms of indel calling, probably due to the local de novo assembly it performs to call variants. Accordingly, it is recommended to use GATK HaplotypeCaller for future analysis, also because it is still under active development. There was no evidence that multi sample calling improves the sensitivity of calling singletons.
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However, it performs better at calling more common variants in low coverage regions[75]. Multi sample calling also has the advantage that it outputs a genotype for every called sample at each site where at least one sample has a variant, if the number of reads at the position is sufficient. At singleton positions in single sample calls, one does not know if there is no variant in the other samples or if the number of reads is insufficient. Thus, multi sample calling should be preferred over single sample calling, if possible. However, until recently, multi sample calling was too complex for large numbers of samples due to the high number of large BAM files that had to be considered. One had to partition the set of samples into subsets and merge the results, or use so-called reduced BAM files. In these files, multiple reads were collapsed at positions where they did not differ from the reference genome. This reduced computational costs of multi sample calling, but was still time consuming. Additionally, for every new sample the whole process of multi sample calling had to be repeated, an issue referred to as “N+1 problem”. Recently, GATK changed its recommended multi sample calling procedure: it is now possible to produce so-called gVCF files using GATK HaplotypeCaller. These files contain genotype likelihoods also at homozygous reference sites. To save disk space, adjacent reference sites with similar likelihoods can be collapsed into blocks. It is recommended to produce gVCF files separately for each sample and then call genotypes over all gVCF files using the GATK Genotype-GVCFs module. This tool is fast enough to be run every time new samples have to be included.

Systematic benchmarking of SVs and CNVs proved to be difficult. Large deletions, i.e. ≥100 kbp, in 11 samples that were previously detected using array-CGH could also be found in exome data using ExomeDepth (Figure 2.8 shows one of these deletions). However, intermediate sized variants, i.e. ≥ 50 bp and ≤ 100 kbp, can not be assessed systematically, due to the lack of gold standard datasets for variants of this size. For instance, ExomeDepth[102] was tested on a dataset by Conrad et al. [19] who calculated that they were able to detect only approximately 40% of all CNVs. Pindel[137] was tested on a dataset containing only indels with a size of 1 to 16 bp. A gold standard dataset of intermediate sized variants will be essential for benchmarking of SV and CNV discovering algorithms, especially with increasing numbers of whole genome datasets (see Chapter 5.2) which will improve the ability of calling such variants.

4.3. Identifying Disease Causing Variants

The guidelines to identify disease causing variants discussed in Chapter 3.3 try to cover as many cases as possible. However, if this filtering strategy can be applied successfully depends to a great extent on the study design. The number and type of sequenced samples must be appropriate for the mode of inheritance, incidence and genetic architecture of the investigated disease.

For instance, for familial cases it can be sufficient to sequence only two distantly related, affected family members to identify a disease causing variant (e.g. in familial Parkinson’s Disease[139]).

Another example are sporadic cases of diseases caused by de novo mutations. Filtering variants for frequency and a de novo mode of inheritance effectively reduces the number of putative disease causing variants to around 1 variant per sample (see Chapter 3.3.2).
If the identified de novo variants of a sample include a known disease causing variant, or a novel variant in a disease associated gene with additional evidence, sequencing of a single parent-child trio is sufficient. This is the desired case in a diagnostic setting (see Chapter 5.3). If no known variant could be identified, a sufficient number of trios has to be sequenced in order to identify statistically significant disease associated genes carrying multiple de novo mutations. Which number of trios is sufficient depends on the genetic architecture of a disease. For instance, intellectual disability is a heterogenous disease that can be caused by mutations in many different genes. Thus, the chance that two unrelated samples carry disease causing mutations in the same gene is low and therefore a higher number of samples has to be sequenced in order to identify genes carrying multiple de novo mutations. The number of de novo mutations per gene that have to be found in order to reach genome wide significance depends on the number of investigated samples, the mutation rate of the gene and also the type of mutations. MacArthur et al.[80] describe an example from sequencing 945 autistic children and their parents in four different studies[110][96][89][43]: four independent de novo mutations have been found in the gene TTN. This is the largest protein coding gene in the human genome. By considering its size, mutation rate and coverage, two de novo mutations were expected by chance in these 945 trios, which is not significantly different than the four identified mutation. Thus, the four de novo mutations in TTN are not significant for this dataset. This example illustrates the need for well-defined statistical methods for the detection of significant disease causing variants and disease associated genes as described in Chapter 3.3.4. However, in the future more complete and robust models that are easier to use will be required.

4.4. Variant Calling in RNA-Seq Data

In 2011, Li et al.[72] reported approximately 10,000 differences between DNA and RNA of 27 samples. In addition to the previously known A-to-I (see Chapter 3.4) and C-to-U editing, they also reported all other possible substitutions, for which no mechanism was known. Several groups investigated their data and found that the vast majority of these unknown differences were due to sequencing artifacts, alignment errors and duplicated genomic regions[54][73][100][101]. Li et al. replied to these comments by reconsidering and improving some of their analysis[71], but the community remained skeptical.

This example shows the difficulties in the detection of RNA editing sites. The analysis described in Chapter 3.4 has been conducted with these pitfalls in mind. There was a large emphasis on the quality of the raw data and the alignment. Additionally, very stringent filters have been applied to the raw variant calls, because variant calling in RNA-Seq data is error-prone, especially at exon boundaries. Recently, methods for variant calling in RNA-Seq data were implemented in GATK\(^1\). GATK HaplotypeCaller now provides a RNA-Seq mode that improves the handling of split alignments. This feature is still under active development. Also Variant Score Recalibration is not working at the time of writing. However, development of specialized variant callers for RNA-Seq data will eventually improve the ability to call variants from RNA-Seq data and the detection of RNA editing.

4. Discussion
Part V.

Outlook
5. Outlook

5.1. New Developments of Sequencing Technology

The first NGS device from Illumina, the Genome Analyzer I, used in early publications[6] produced approximately 1 Gb per run. Current HiSeq 2500 instruments are capable of producing 1,000 times as much sequence (1 Tb) for about the same price. Illumina recently announced the HiSeq X Ten, consisting of ten single instruments that are not sold separately\(^1\). Every single instrument can produce between 1.6 and 1.8 Tb per run, dropping the price for sequencing a human genome at 30x coverage below $1,000. Illumina sells these instruments for “population scale sequencing projects” and only supports the sequencing of whole genome samples, i.e. no targeted sequencing is supported.

Also other companies improved the output and cost efficiency of their instruments. Life Technologies improved their Ion Torrent Sequencers to produce up to 60 Gb of sequence in four hours. The Ion Torrent instruments also perform SBS, but they work differently than the instruments described in Chapter 1.2.1[109]: DNA fragments are captured in separate microwells and unmodified nucleotides are added, one type at a time. If the currently added nucleotide is appropriate, it is incorporated into the nucleic acid chain, which releases a hydrogen ion. This leads to subtle changes of the pH that can be measured. An advantage of this technology over technologies using fluorescent dyes, such as Illumina SBS, is, that it uses relatively cheap semiconductor chips instead of expensive optics. Thus, the costs of an instrument are relatively low. However, the output and sequencing costs are insufficient for high throughput sequencing.

5.1.1. Third Generation Sequencing

Third Generation Sequencing (TGS) methods are techniques that allow the sequencing of single molecules in real time, i.e. no stationary amplification is required and sequencing is continuous and not divided into cycles[112]. Pacific Biosciences introduced their Single Molecule, Real-Time (SMRT) technology in 2009[27]. At the time of writing, they offer the only available TGS instrument. Sequencing is performed on a so-called SMRT cell containing holes with tens of nanometers in diameter, the Zero-Mode Waveguides (ZMWs)(Figure 5.1). DNA polymerases are immobilized at the bottom of these ZMWs. Differently labeled dNTPs are floating above the ZMWs and diffuse into them. The polymerase detects the appropriate dNTP and incorporates it into the DNA strand. During incorporation, the fluorescent label is cleaved off. To measure the incorporation of each dNTP, the SMRT cell is illuminated from the bottom by laser light with a wavelength of approximately 600 nm. Since the wavelength is an order of magnitude longer than the diameter of the ZMWs, only
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the bottom 30 nm of each ZMW are illuminated. Only signals from the labels of dNTPs that get incorporated into the DNA strand stay long enough in this illuminated area to be detected. Current SMRT cells consist of 150,000 ZMWs. However, both the DNA polymerases and the single stranded templates are delivered to the ZMWs through diffusion. Thus, only approximately 50,000 ZMWs are actually used in each run. The current average read length is approximately 8,500 bp with a maximum read length of >30,000 bp, resulting in an output of up to 500 Mb per three hours run. Due to the low throughput and relatively high sequencing costs, SMRT sequencing is currently mainly used in de novo sequencing in microbiology, because the sequenced genomes are relatively small, but de novo assembly benefits from the longer reads. SMRT sequencing has an error rate of 5%. Most errors are indels due to missed incorporations of dNTPs or incorporations that take longer than expected. However, these errors occur randomly and can therefore be corrected if the read depth is sufficient.

Figure 5.1.: Scheme of a single Zero Mode Waveguide (ZMW) of a Pacific Biosciences SMRT cell. A DNA polymerase is immobilized at the bottom and can be observed in real time while incorporating labeled dNTPs into the DNA strand. Picture adapted from Pacific Biosciences.

Oxford Nanopore is currently developing a TGS technology using so-called nanopores, i.e. holes in a membrane with a diameter only slightly larger than a DNA strand, to sequence single DNA molecules[112][18][122]. By applying a current across a synthetic polymer membrane, the current flows through an engineered nanopore protein that pierces the membrane (Figure 5.2). A single stranded DNA (ssDNA) molecule is sequenced while passing through the nanopore by measuring the current flowing through the nanopore. The four different bases can be distinguished by characteristic disruptions of the current.

Oxford Nanopore shipped the first batch of their MinION instrument, a sequencing instrument in the size of a USB flash drive with 512 nanopores, to test users in early 2014. At the time of writing no official dataset has been released, so the performance of these
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The advances of NGS and TGS technologies discussed in the last chapter will further reduce sequencing costs. With lower sequencing costs, most researchers and clinicians (see Chapter 5.3) would perform whole genome sequencing (WGS) rather than exome sequencing or other forms of targeted resequencing. Compared to exome sequencing, whole genome sequencing has several advantages but also introduces a number of novel problems.

As discussed in Chapter 3.1.1 the coverage distribution of WGS is much more even than the coverage distribution of exome sequencing, especially if the libraries have been pre-
pared with a PCR free kit. This leads to an almost complete coverage of coding regions, i.e. >99% of RefSeq coding regions are covered more than 20 times for samples with an average read depth of >30x. The even coverage also simplifies the detection of SVs and CNVs. Larger CNVs can even be seen in raw data (Figure 5.3) and can be detected by simple sliding window read depth approaches without the need for control samples. An example for a program utilizing such an approach is CNVnator[1]. Also insert size and split read approaches, as implemented for example by breakdancer and Pindel, benefit from WGS. To detect a SV using these approaches, both breakpoints of the SV must be covered. For exome sequencing, this means that both breakpoints must be located in targeted exons which is often not the case.

One problem of the rising number of WGS experiments is the amount of raw data created. Using Illumina SBS, every sequenced gigabase requires approximately one gigabyte of disk space to store the compressed raw data. Thus, sequencing a human genome at an average coverage of 30x requires approximately 100 Gb of disk space just for the raw data. Depending on the used analysis pipeline, two to three times as much disk space is required, at least while the pipeline is running.

The pipeline described in this thesis stores approximately 70,000 (23,000 coding + 47,000
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surrounding) variants per exome sample in a relational database. This database can then
be queried in order to identify putative disease causing variants (see Chapter 3.3). However, doing the same for WGS samples is problematic, because every WGS sample has approximately 3,000,000 variants. Other technologies, such as distributed or in-memory
databases, might be required in order to enable querying these large datasets in reasonable
time.

Chapter 3.3 showed that the interpretation of variants is often difficult, even if only
the approximately 11,000 non-synonymous coding variants of exome samples are consid-
ered. Interpretation of the 2,980,000 additional non-coding variants presented by a WGS
sample is much more difficult. A first step to make sense of these variants is to focus on
other functional elements in the genome. Functional elements can be identified using three
approaches[47]:

1. Genetic approach - Genetic approaches identify functional elements by investigating
changes of a phenotype due to sequence variants. These variants can be identified
in individuals with a certain phenotype or disease as described in Chapter 3.3 or
they can be artificially created, e.g. in gene knock-out experiments in mice. Genetic
approaches have been used primarily to assign functions to protein coding genes.
However, they can be also used to identify the function of other genomic regions,
such as regulatory elements. Genetic approaches are often labor-intensive, thus their
throughput is limited.

2. Evolutionary approach - Evolutionary approaches use the sequence conservation
between different species as an indication for functional elements. It is assumed that
if a site is functionally important, it is under strong purifying selection and therefore
higher conserved than sites that are less functionally important. However, evolution-
ary approaches provide no information on the type of function that is carried
out by conserved sites. Additionally, which functional elements are conserved de-
pends on the investigated species. For instance, if human sequences are compared
to other mammalian sequences, only functional elements important in mammals are
conserved and functional elements specific to humans are not conserved. Conserva-
tion scores are investigated in Chapter 3.3.5.

3. Biochemical approach - Biochemical approaches identify putative functional ele-
ments by their biochemical properties, such as DNase accessibility or the binding
of specific transcription factors. The ENCODE project assessed genome wide bio-
chemical properties in 147 different cell types[7]. This data is publicly available and
can, for instance, be used to annotate variants in elements such as promoters and
enhancers. However, ENCODE assigns at least one biochemical function in at least
one cell type to 80.4% of the human genome. Thus, the data must be carefully filtered
and interpreted in order to produce useful annotations.

In addition to the annotation of non-coding areas of the human genome, public databases
providing information on already known variants are required for the analysis of WGS
data[44]. Specifically, two types of information are required: (i) Frequency information
from WGS data for all observed variants in order to filter WGS datasets for variants with
frequencies appropriate for the investigated phenotype. This kind of information will help
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to drastically reduce the number of variants to investigate. Currently, the 1000 Genome Project dataset provides frequency information for whole genome variants, but data from many more samples will be required in the future. This will require a public database where researchers and clinicians can submit their data in an anonymized manner in order to satisfy legal and ethical requirements on data security. (ii) In detail information on the influence, i.e. causal or benign, of variants on a certain phenotype. As described in Chapter 3.3.3, HGMD and ClinVar provide this kind of information. However, especially ClinVar is still in an early stage and requires more data to be a useful resource for researchers and clinicians. Information from more samples will also help to reduce the number of false positive entries.

Also statistical methods, as described in Chapter 3.3.4, can be used to identify causal variants from WGS data. Most current methods for the analysis of rare variants rely on the definition of genomic regions that should be tested as a unit. In addition to genes, other functional elements can be used for this purpose or the genome can be divided into artificial windows. However, novel methods might be required to define units for testing.

5.3. Next-Generation Sequencing in Clinical Diagnosis

Due to the decreasing costs, NGS is increasingly being used as a diagnostic tool in human genetics [2]. NGS is more cost effective than traditional Sanger sequencing, especially if many genes must be investigated or if the genes of interest are large. Nowadays NGS can also be used for the rapid diagnosis of newborns with a likely genetic disorder. However, using NGS in clinical diagnosis introduces some problems.

Three types of NGS experiments can be used in diagnostics[105]: targeted sequencing of gene panels, exome sequencing and WGS. All three approaches have advantages and disadvantages. Sequencing of gene panels has the advantage that capturing can be designed to ensure very high coverage of the genes of interest. Also the amount of required sequence is relatively low and the amount of data that has to be analyzed is small. The biggest disadvantage of this approach is that only a set of predefined genes is analyzed. Thus, the data can not be used to identify putative novel disease associated genes and if novel disease associated genes are identified in the future, new panels must be designed to include them. Also the design and production of such panels is relatively expensive and only economically reasonable if large numbers of samples are analyzed. Exome sequencing overcomes these shortcomings by attempting to capture all coding genes. However, as has been shown in this thesis, coverage of targeted regions is incomplete in exome sequencing and some genes or exons of interest might not be targeted at all. These limitations are overcome by whole genome sequencing, but this technique also has caveats, as discussed in the last chapter. The technical limitations of NGS, such as the inability of spanning larger repeats due to limited read length, apply to all three experiment types.

An example for NGS in clinical diagnosis has been shown in Chapter 3.3.3: exome sequencing has been performed in six samples with suspected familial breast cancer in order to identify variants in a defined set of known disease associated genes. There are some recommendations on what to report to the patients or physicians in charge in such cases[107][2]. Variants in disease associated genes with a known pathogenic effect are often considered as disease causing and reported. Variants in these genes without a known
effect can be reported as candidate disease causing variants but their causality is uncertain and might require additional research (Chapter 3.3.5). If no variant has been identified in disease associated genes, limitations of the approach, e.g. insufficiently covered regions, should be reported.

A question that is often discussed in the context of NGS in clinical diagnosis is if and which incidental or secondary findings should be reported[2][33]. Incidental findings are putative disease causing variants or strong risk factors for diseases other than the initially investigated disease. Often patients must sign an informed consent form in which they state if they want to be informed of incidental findings. However, this depends on the respective laboratory that offers the NGS diagnosis. Some institutions specifically only analyze genes that are associated with the investigated disease, i.e. they do not look for secondary findings. Others report only variants for diseases where preventative measures and/or treatments are available, as suggested by the American College of Medical Genetics and Genomics (ACMG), which recently published a list of 56 such genes[33].

As has been shown in Chapter 3.3.3, and by others[136], NGS can be used in diagnostics. However, guidelines for data quality and analysis will be required in the future to allow NGS to become a standard clinical test. Also specifically trained clinicians and genetic counselors are required to communicate results as well as benefits and risks of NGS to the patients.
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